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Fiber syste.rns for CATV

Finding acable products supplier with ample inventory shouldn't be ahair-raising
experience. For the quantities you need, contact MIDWEST CATV.
Once you call Midwest CATV,
your options multiply quickly. With
just one phone call, you'll tap into
the system operator's best source.
And that means no more problems
getting what you need when you
need it.
We provide afull line of products,
including several brands of cable,
distribution gear, converters and
accessories from anumber of manufacturers. And all of our inventory
is cataloged and accessible nationwide through our computerized
network. This means quick-likea-rabbit delivery from our
regional warehouses.
When you need complete, full-

line inventory, call Midwest CATV.
We have the people, the systems
and the know-how to supply
everything for every cable system.
Tell us what you need and we'll
hop to it. Immediately.

Charleston, WV (1 304 343-8874)
Clarksburg, WV (1 304 624-5459)
Outside WV (1 800 532-2288)
Lafayette, IN (1 317 448-1611)
Within IN (1 800 382-7526)
Outside IN (1 800 428-7596)
Ocala, FL (1 904 854-6511)
Within FL (1 800 433-4720)
Outside FL (1 800 433-3765)
Sewell, NJ (1 609 582-7222)
Outside NJ (1 800 521-6243)
Virginia Beach, VA (1 804 468-6444)
Within VA (1 800 421-2288)
Outside VA (1 800 643-2288)

MIDWEST
CATV
A division of Midwest Corporation

More than supplies. Solutions.
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SIGNALING
THE INDUSTRY
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COAXIAL CABLES

Broad acceptance and rapid growth are familiar rewards for acompany that provides the
American marketplace with asuperior product.
"Build abetter mousetrap..."
The company is Trilogy, and the product is MC2
The impact of MC 2alone —with its air dielectric
assuring a93% velocity of propagation — has
set anew industry standard for coaxial cables.
Manufacturers of foamed cables have had to
increase their diameters in order to approach
the attenuation characteristics of MO

Overnight success stories in the telecommunications industry can be short-lived, unless
accompanied by farsighted commitments to
industry needs that go beyond the most advanced product available. Consistent quality,
assured availability, technical services, including
problem-solving capabilities, and customer
cost-effectiveness have always been important
concerns of the Trilogy founders.
TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Call or write for afree sample and brochure:
TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
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SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
MAKES UPGRADES
AND REBUILDS A SNAP
Expanding your system's bandwidth
with Scientific-Atlanta is as simple
as snapping new modules into
existing Scientific-Atlanta housings.
Or dropping us in when the job
calls for amp replacement or
total rebuild.
Our upgrade/rebuild program
includes system analysis of cascade
performance, project engineering
consultation, system evaluation
and feasibility studies.
MODULAR COMPONENTS,
MAXIMUM CHOICE.
Our modular distribution concept
gives you flexibility others can't.
Our full line of push/pull, parallel
hybrid and feedforward amps are
available immediately in the widest
choice of bandwidths (300/400/
450/550) and gains (22/26/30).
SINGLE-FUNCTION MODULES.
Modular components let you configure asystem with exactly the
right combination of performance
and economy.., right to the end
of the cascade.
Reader Service Number 3

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE.
Our use of discrete slope and
gain controls, ultra-stable AGC/ASC,
surge-resistant power supplies and
heat-dissipating amplifier housings
assures asmooth-running, maintainable system under the most
demanding conditions.. yours.
PART OF A FULL-LINE PACKAGE.
In addition to our distribution amps,
taps and passives, Scierrtific-Atlanta
offers acomplete line of compatible, upgradable CATV products.
And they're all backed by acompany with areputation for quality,
service and support.
So why not call us for more
information about our painless
upgrade/rebuild program? It sure
can't hurt. Dial 1-800-722-2009 or
write to: Scientific-Atlanta, Dept.
AR, RO. Box 105027, Atlanta,
GA 30348.

Scientific
Atlanta

Easy to replace
external fuse

Video input is standard CATV "F" fitting
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104 Constitution Drive, #4
Menlo Park, CA 94025
ISS WEST (800) 227-6288 or ISS EAST (800) 351-4477

AUDIO

OVER MOD
VIDEO

V AGILE MODULATOR

Quality pots that are
recessed to provide
screwdriver adjustment of audio and
video modulation.

LEVEL

AUDIO

GL-2610X1

SERIESEI

Sepa ate modulation/
overmodulation indicators for fast, accurate
indication without
the need for switches.

ble

Audio or MPX
stereo signal input

Audio & video IF
loops which are
spurious free

1

RF output and -20
DB test point

Low noise, hybrid power,
push-pull amplifier that is
adequately heatsinked and
fully shielded.

Two high quality low phase
noise synthesizers with crystal ovens to assure proper
operation over awide temperature range, unlike synthesizer design which drifts
with room temperature.
Allows for excellent longterm stability.

Custom programmed microprocessor allows proper
operation of frequency settings without resorting to
nonstandard IF frequencies,
unlike units using simple
consumer ICs.

Final RF output level adjustment uses DC to control high
quality pin diode attenuator.
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Large green LEDs display accurate channel
indication,

Simple two-digit switch
setting allows for accu rate channel selection
without the use of
troublesome charts
or complicated codes.

+12.5
+25

Recessed control of
required frequency offsets provides proper
indication of required
operation while preventing accidental operation. Software control
assures -accurate offset
while maintaining a
standard 45.75 MHz IF
frequency.

GL2610XT SERIES II FREQUENCY AGILE MODULATOR
with positive, negative and 0 offsets built in
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spotlight

normal in El Paso.
Henscheid started his career in aerospace after graduating from Arizona
State University with a bachelor of
science degree in engineering in 1962.
He worked for North American Aviation (which later became Rockwell) on
the early Apollo missions before moving to Phoenix with Kaiser Aerospace
and Electronics.
As a junior engineer at Kaiser,
Henscheid's work was aimed at designing ground support equipment for the
military until 1965, when Kaiser entered the cable TV business as a
distribution equipment manufacturer.
In 1972, Kaiser sold out to Hughes
Aircraft and the Thetacom division was
born. Henscheid was kept on board as
a senior engineer and spent a large
portion of that time working on exBert Henscheid
tended bandwidth products. In fact, he
guided much of the developmental
work on the first 400 MHz product
line—a fact he remains proud of today.
"That was fun being involved in
that program," he says. "The jump
from 300 MHz equipment to 400 MHz
was arather significant and spectacular move." To date, Texscan is now
behind other vendors (it hasn't develWith more than 20 years of experioped 550 MHz gear yet) but that may
ence in cable television product enginot be the case for long. "We were
neering, Bert Henscheid has been a surprised that (550 MHz equipment)
part of the good times that saw the
got so popular," says Henscheid. "I
industry grow by leaps and bounds.
thought the bandwidth race was over
Conversely, by being an employee of at 450 MHz. In one way Ihope it's over
lbxscan, he's weathered the lean times
at 550 MHz, but as long as new
of the past two years. And through it technology comes along, it keeps engiall, he's remained a respected voice in
neers like us busy."
the engineering community, commitIn 1976, Hughes sold the division to
ted to providing quality products.
lbxscan and Bert was named chief
In Henscheid's capacity as vice presiengineer. In 1977, more than four years
dent of research and development at of studying at night school resulted in
lbxscan, where most of his efforts are
amaster's degree for Henscheid and a
aimed at exploring advanced product year later he was promoted to director
ideas, it's partly Bert's job to make sure
of engineering. He then added the title
the company steers clear of situations
of vice president in 1979. Finally, in
like the one that put the manufacturer
1986, he was put in charge of the
in Chapter 11 just three years ago.
research and development efforts. His
"We were growing rapidly—sales
charge now is to provide the industry
were up," recalls Henscheid. But then
with the products it needs while bringthe industrywide slowdown occurred
ing lbxscan back to the forefront.
and lbxscan was trapped. "It was
In fact, the El Paso-based firm is
kinda painful after growing so rapidly
looking beyond the United States borto rapidly decelerate," he remembers.
ders to do just that. A full marketing
But as of Dec. 10, 1987, lbxscan is no
division operates out of London and
longer in the shadow of Chapter 11
business "has been picking up," says
bankruptcy and life is getting back to
Henscheid.

New spirit for
head of R&D
at Texscan
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Now that ibxscan's financial predicament has been overcome, a new
optimistic spirit has taken over. As
VP of R&D, Henscheid is looking
forward to introducing new products
to the lbxscan lineup. Currently, two
lines of distribution electronics—the
T-Series (the old Thetacom products)
and the Pathmaker (acquired from
GTE Sylvania during a buy-out about
four years ago)— are offered. But
Henscheid said his department plans
to introduce some feedforward products, 600 MHz taps and passives, ALSC
circuitry, more efficient power supplies
and new equipment for the LAN and
multipoint distribution system markets. He is also exploring the possibility of supplying equipment for use in
fiber optic systems.
As a vendor serving the technical
side of the industry, Henscheid is
committed to providing high quality
equipment to those in the field. "Vendors need to provide good, reliable
equipment, so that's not the limiting
factor" in the effort to provide better
pictures, he says. All of the talk about
picture quality lately is good for the
industry in general, he says. "The
telco threat may force the MSOs to
improve their business efficiencies and
performance."
Even when Texscan was down, it
never lost sight of its mission. "Our
commitment (to cable industry customers) never wavered," says Henscheid.
"Our primary product is cable TV
equipment."
Outside of the office, Henscheid is a
busy man. His family still resides in
Phoenix, so commuting is a weekly
chore. The youngest of his three children, who is still in high school, is
heavily involved in the Boy Scouts and
Bert has taken an active interest in it
as well. He is also a senior member of
the SCTE, a member of the NCTA
Engineering Committee and has been
a part of numerous technical panels
and authored technical articles.
But he really enjoys his work, too.
"I like to work in new product development," he says. And that's good, because with competitors waiting in the
wings, cable needs to do all it can do to
provide improved service through new
technology.
—Roger Brown

110%
That's the kind of effort we put out.
Because that's what it takes to become the
leading CATV standby power system manufacturer in North America. That's what it takes to
design the technology that sets the standards in
the industry. And that's what it takes to beat
the competition.
Efficiency. Alpha has developed
standby power supply transformers
rated at 94 0/0 efficiency — the
highest in the industry. And this
without sacrificing quality, thanks
to superior engineering.

and your standby power system is updated with
the latest innovations from Alpha's R&D labs.
Uninterrupted Power. Alpha's transfer time
is so immediate that we offer standby power
with the advantages of uninterruptible power.
Uninterrupted power means uninterrupted service to your subscribers.
Innovation. We're never con-

Cost of Ownership. Alpha
systems cost less because our efficiency, reliability and performance
monitoring result in lower maintenance and operating costs.
Modularity. Alpha pioneered functional
modularity. Just add simple plug-in components

tent. We're always looking for
ways to improve. That's why the
industry looks to Alpha for innovations in standby power. Single
ferro-resonant design. Temperature
compensation. "Smart" battery
charging. Performance monitoring.
Status monitoring. Major innovations resulting in real benefits — and all introduced by Alpha
Technologies.
And have we finished yet? Don't bet on it.

1T1

ALPHAI

ITECHNOLOGIES

We're Here to Back You Up.
767 Alpha Way Bellingham, WA 98225
206-647-2360 FAX: 206-67 --4936
7033 Antrm Ave. Burnaby, BC V5J 4M5
TFLEX: :04-356760 FAX: 604-a30-8908
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my turn

Politics and HIM
'Ib aremarkable degree HDTV technology has achieved the ability to
display video images comparable to
those projected from 35 mm film on the
wide screen in movie theaters, together
with multi-channel sound fidelity comparable to CD recordings. There is still
room for improvement; and the engineers will not rest until they reach
perfection, nor should they.
Since the CCIR deadlock at Dubrovnik last year, emphasis has shifted
from technical to more mundane commercial concerns. What will it cost?
Who will pay for it? Close on the heels
of commercial concerns are political
positions and strategies, industrial as
well as governmental. Which industry
will benefit and which lose? Which of
the several technical plans is likely to
favor (or hurt) which industry, and
which countries? We could be in some
danger of becoming more concerned
with damage control than with providing the best television pictures conceivable by the modern engineering mind.
Take broadcasting for example. If
TV stations, as we now know them, are
to take advantage of the new HDTV
technology without loss of the audiences upon whom their revenues depend, they must have new standards
directly compatible with the existing
By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President, Engineering, Malarkey—
Taylor Associates Inc.

200 million NTSC TV sets in use in the
U.S.' If acompatible system is also to
meet the exciting promise of HDTV,
additional spectrum allocations appear
to be essential. Broadcasting trade
associations have expressed afear, not
without reason, that failure to achieve
these needs promptly is likely to leave
them with second-class status. "We
must not allow broadcasters in this
country," says NAB, "to submit to
inferior technology." The FCC seems
to be sympathetic, yet must deal with
the considerable political clout of the
land mobile services demanding the
surrender of parts of the spectrum
already allocated to TV.
If television broadcasting fears second class status, it is primarily the
VCR they should fear most. Unlike
broadcasting, whose advertising revenues depend on mass audiences, the
VCR industry probably does not need
NTSC compatibility to bridge the transition to one or several advanced TV
standards. VCR is in the catbird seat,
where it makes its money by manufacturing and marketing both the old and
the new until finally the old is rejected
in the market place.
Cable TV is likely to continue its
dual role of distributing whatever it is
that the broadcasters transmit, while
at the same time distributing nonbroadcast programming. Whatever form
of compatible advanced television standards broadcasters adopt, cable will
carry their programs. At the same
time, however, cable can carry any
other form of HDTV that seems likely
to attract or hold subscribers, whether
compatible or not.
Without a standard that is compatible with NTSC, yet capable of meeting
the great expectations of non-compatible HDTV, there seems no way for
broadcasters to even remain abreast.
Several options for broadcasting appear to be on the table. The most
universally desirable option appears
to be a6MHz standard that would be
compatible with NTSC standards, yet
produce the clear, crisp wide screen
pictures promised by HDTV. Before
ruling this out as unachievable, it
would be well to recall Don Fink's
remark that, at the time of the first
NTSC in 1941, "the prospect of imposing three signals (one for each primary
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color) on a channel designed for one
signal was so visionary that, had it
been mentioned at all, it would have
called forth the forbidden word in the
engineer's lexicon: impossible." Nevertheless, it is the common wisdom that
compatibility in a6MHz channel could
only be achieved by compromising
performance.
A second option is to find additional
spectrum which might be allocated
separately for terrestrial broadcast of
non-compatible HDTV; or, in combination with traditional channel assignments, for augmenting NTSC transmissions to HDTV quality. Consideration is being given to utilizing the
rather sparsely inhabited UHF spectrum for this purpose. Alternatively,
the FCC has suggested sharing the 2.5
to 2.69 GHz, 12.2 to 12.7 GHz, or the
22/23 GHz bands with ITFS/MMDS,
auxiliary broadcast, DBS, and a variety of point-to-point services.
A third option, with little apparent
appeal to terrestrial broadcasters in
the U.S., is to adopt the HDTV standards for satellite transmission in DBS
service, since new Ku-band receivers
would be required anyway. Ibrrestrial
broadcasters would still be governed
by NTSC standards, perhaps with improvements or enhancement.
The 50/60 Hz conflict also appears
to be a matter of compatibility, rather
than national pride. If the 60 Hz field
rate were adopted world-wide, all European home TVs and VCRs would require
field rate conversion; if the 50 Hz field
rate were adopted, all North and South
American and Japanese home TVs and
VCRs would require field rate conversion. Although field rate conversion
may not be prohibitively expensive for
cable headends, the impact on hundreds of millions of individual consumers is politically unacceptable, either way.
There seems no doubt that the VCR
will lead the way to advanced TV,
through Super-VHS and Enhanced Definition Beta. By the early 1990s or
sooner, there is a reasonable expectation that TV receivers and VCRs could
be available in the stores, designed to
operate to the NHK wide-screen HDTV
(Muse) non-compatible standards. The
push for MAC based standards (multiplexed analog components) will come
in part from American sources, such

$1,295?°

$695P°

Model 51I5-AZ includes AZ/EL mount
and dual polarity feed.

Model 6529-2

The Harris 3-meter C-Band Delta Gain" Antenna
gives you more than an impressive 41 dB gain.
A's also rugged enough to withstand 120 MPH
winds. Plus, it's easy to install and available with
either an Az-El Mount or a Polar Mount with
optional motorization.

•

•

MOOR .32.

1

S

The Harris 6529-2 Frequency Agile Receiver is
the updated version of the popular 6529. It is a 4
GHz input receiver, so if you have an older system you can get the excellent picture quality of
the 6529-2 without the added cost of installing an
external down converter or new plumbing. Plus
you get one of the best warranties in the industry
— two years on parts, labor and workmanship.
As one of the world's largest stocking distributors of Harris equipment, Midwest has these, and
other Harris products, on hand and ready to ship
— instantly. Midwest provides complete systems
or individual components for either C or Ku-Band,
fixed or mobile, Up-link or TVRO.
For the best prices and fastest delivery in the
industry, contact Midwest at 800-543-1584.

MIDI4EST

Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017
Reader Service Number 6

800-543-1584
(In KY 606-331-8990)

N1Y TURN

For cable TV, non-compatibility
is not life-threatening, as it is
for broadcasting.

as Scientific-Atlanta (B-MAC) and
North American Phillips.
Comparative technical considerations
and cost projections will be important
factors, but the ultimate course of
HDTV standards is likely to be influenced primarily by market power and
political muscle, especially for broadcasting. This is clearly indicated by the
membership of the FCC's Advisory
Committee on Advanced Television
Services. Not one of the members is
recognized as an expert in HDTV
technology. Rather, they are the corporate heads or top officials of the leading
commercial television interests. Technical experts were designated, almost
as an afterthought, to be the working
sub-committee chairmen and vicechairmen. Except for Joe Flaherty, who
has had a long-time leadership role in
the technological considerations of
HDTV, even these appointments are
seen as engineering representatives of
politically important commercial inter-

ests rather than as leading experts in
their own right in the development of
HDTV technology
For cable TV, non-compatibility is
not life-threatening, as it is for broadcasting. Our participation in the Advisory Committee work probably should
be generally supportive of broadcasting
interests in that regard. We ought to
encourage the development and marketing of multi-standard TV receivers
and VCRs, with separate input ports
for luminance and chrominance, comb
filters, and other improved NTSC features as well as the capability of
receiving non-compatible, wide screen,
advanced TV signals. We should maintain the option of carrying noncompatible HDTV and various NTSC
augmentation signals, although this
should not be mandated as "mustcarry." We should probably be wary of
uncontrolled proliferation of mutually
non-compatible standards that could
fragment the TV and VCR market. But

even if such asituation did occur, cable
could rationalize it by headend standards conversion.
Naturally, we would prefer advanced
TV signal formats that are sufficiently
robust to survive transmission over
cable TV networks "without material
degradation in quality." However, on
this issue we need to learn much more
than we now know about the effect of
coaxial distribution networks on signal
formats that differ substantially from
NTSC. This is the task on which the
NCTA Engineering Sub-committee on
HDTV has embarked, under the leadership of Nick Hamilton-Piercy.
Finally, whatever we do to improve
the quality of pictures delivered to our
customers will serve also as insurance
in the coming contest with the broadband fiber digital networks (B-ISDN)
promised by our friendly telephone
companies. •
ITV Digest Factbook 1987 edition No.
55. p. B-190.

Model shown: PS-SB30/60 Standby Power Supply (2 Battery).
Other models available:
PS-SB30/60 (4 Batteries) with optional Auxiliary Battery Pack
(Model PS-ABP).

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
NTI
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CE, BRONX, N.Y., 10462- CALL COLLECT: (212) 892-1000 (New York State Only)
I223-8312 (Continental U.S.A., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands)
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Why is NEXUS the
worldwide leader in
satellite fed cable
television headends
for small communities?
competitive pricing
superior performance
small size
unmatched versatility
SERIES 5 HEADEND

•

•

•

and most importantly:

17 channels in 23" of racked space

tBILITY
All Nexus headend products are covered by atwo year limited warranty. But, in over
five years of shipping headends, we have never charged for asingle repair — EVER.
It's a matter of pride.

Nexus — Performance you can rely on.
TEL.

(206) 644-2371

7000 LOUGHEED HWY.

(604) 420-5322

BURNABY, B.C. V5A 4K4

BURNABY, B.C.
MX:

OR WRITE: NEXUS ENGINEERING CORP.

BELLEVUE, WA.

(604) 420-5941

TELEX: 961000
MAILBOX: •XPI8348
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NEXUS
ENGINEERING CORP.
PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN en-".

from the headend

well as NTC Report #7), on the other
hand, defined the video signal as the
"active" luminance portion of the
video signal which extends from "blanking" (not sync) to reference white.
Therefore, the CCIR (and NTC-7) defined the signal as a 100 IRE peak-topeak (0.71 volts peak-to-peak) waveform in astandard video interface.
Immediately, then, there was an
apparent 2.9 dB difference (20 log .71),
between the two techniques when measuring exactly the same signal, with the
CCIR definition causing apoorer number by 2.9 dB! Ah, but here is where the
plot thickens. Enter noise "weighting."
Noise weighting is an often-used
technique in video S/N measurements
which reduces the amplitude of the
high frequency noise components of the
video waveform prior to the RMS noise
Video S/N...confusing? measurement. This is done through the
introduction of a weighting network
historically maybe,
prior to the RMS voltmeter of the noise
measurement system.
but not today
The purpose of this weighting network, which is in essence a very
Historically, there have been several
carefully defined low-pass filter, is to
different, but technically correct, techsimulate in the measurement the eyes'
niques to measure video signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N), and each tended give you a apparent inability to perceive high
frequency noise in avideo signal. Since
slightly different answer. While these
the eye cannot easily see such high
various techniques are now very nearly
in agreement with one another, I frequency noise anyway, the weighting
network is used to remove the noise
thought it would be interesting to
from the measurement, thereby imexplore how it used to be. The historical
proving the measured S/N ratio. Howcomplication of the term "video S/N
ever, the addition of such a network
ratio" can be attributed to three pricomplicates the issue because there
mary factors: the definition of "sighappens to be more than one weighting
nal;" whether or not noise "weighting"
network which can be used in the
was used in the measurement, and if
measurement. Again, the CCIR and
so, which noise "weighting" network
the EIA had different recommendations.
was used.
The CCIR weighting network has a
The definition of the video signal, in
aS/N measurement, seems fairly straight- response which is flat out to about 600
kHz. It then begins to decrease monoforward. After all, in any baseband
tonically to about -8 dB at 2MHz, and
video S/N measurement, the "signal"
to about -12 dB at 3.58 MHz. The EIA
is its peak-to-peak voltage, while the
weighting network, on the other hand,
noise is an RMS voltage. But peak-towas flat to about 400 kHz, decreasing
peak as measured from where to where?
to about -4.6 dB at 2 MHz, dipping to
The old EIA definition of signal (RSabout -7.3 dB at 3 MHz, and then
250A) extended from sync tip to refer"peaking-up" again to about -5.5 dB
ence white level, or 140 IRE peak-toat 3.58 MHz. Therefore, the EIA weightpeak, (1 volt peak-to-peak in a typical
ing reduced the higher frequency noise
video interface). The International Raless
than the CCIR weighting did. So,
dio Consultative Committee, CCIR (as
with EIA RS-250A weighting, you
would expect high frequency noise to
have more of an impact in reducing the
By Chris Bowick, Engineering Dept.
Manager, Scientific-Atlanta
S/N ratio, when compared to a CCIR
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network. In fact, with all else equal,
there was a 2.6 dB difference in
measured S/N ratio between the two
types of weighting networks, with the
EIA network producing the poorer ratio.
It's interesting to note, that since
there was a 2.9 dB discrepancy in one
direction between the CCIR and EIA
definition of S/N due to the definition
of signal, there was a 2.6 dB discrepancy in the opposite direction due to
the difference in weighting networks,
the actual difference in measured S/N
ratio wasn't any more than 0.3 dB
between the two techniques. If, on the
other hand, no weighting networks
were used, the only difference was the
definition of signal, a2.9 dB difference.
Straus' related these baseband signalto-noise terms back to NCTA RF carrierto-noise ratio terms, given an ideal
demodulator. Since we in the cable
industry tend to deal in C/N, Ithought
it would be useful to show how they
were related:
Weighted S/N
EIARS-250A = C/N + 0.1 dB
CCIR = C/N -0.2 dB
Unweighted S/N
EIA Rs.250A = C/N -4dB
CCIR = C/N -6.9 dB
As you can see, historically, when
speaking about video signal-to-noise
ratio, one needed to be careful to define
the technique and weighting network
used. In fact, you could imagine a
"hybrid" technique which used the
EIA definition of signal, including
sync, but used a CCIR weighting
network. Believe it or not, such a
technique did exist2,but has since been
changed to match other techniques.
lbday we have it easy. EIA Standard
RS-250B, NTC Report #7, and the
CCIR recommendation are nearly in
sync. And RS-250B's weighting network very nearly produces the equivalent noise weighting of the CCIR.
'TM. Straus, "The Relationship between the NCTA, EIA, and CCIR
Definitions of Signal-to-Noise Ratio,"
IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting
Vol. BC-20, No. 3, Sept. 1974.
2Bell Iblephone Laboratories, Transmission Systems for Communications, Winston Salem, 1971.
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PLUG IN.

SELECT ANY
CHANNEL.

Stereo programming is rapidly
becoming the rule, not the exception. Even if you don't know
everything you should about
testing and maintaining quality
stereo, TFT does. It's the reason
we designed the 852 CATV
Stereo Monitor: the all-in-one,
easy-to-use instrument for fast,
accurate measurements of your
stereo transmission.
EASY-TO-USE,
HARD TO ABUSE.
The 852 is rugged and
compact, making it indispensable for testing multiple headends and earth
station sites. Its frequency-agile channel selector and ability to accept
4.5 MHz, 41.25 MHz,
baseband or RF inputs
makes it useful for awide
variety of jobs. It can easily tell
you if your stereo is working
properly when troubleshooting
maintenance problems or evalu-

ating stereo equipment. It gives
you quick results for channel separation, noise, distortion and
frequency response measurements in addition to monitoring
audio modulation levels and pilot
channels.
If you're seriously concerned
about pay-per-view and advertising revenues, you need the 852
to verify the quality of your
stereo sound.
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TEST.
NEARLY 20 YEARS
IN THE MAKING.
TFT has delivered more than
300 Stereo Monitors to TV
broadcasters throughout the
world. We were participants on
the committee that established
the BTSC specification, and, for
nearly 20 years, we've equipped
thousands of AM, FM & TV
broadcasters with precision, failsafe aural modulation monitoring equipment.
Contact us now for complete technical information
on the 852 CATV Stereo
Monitor. It's the only all-inone, easy monitoring solution for cable stereo performance.
The Stereo
TFT
/¡NE Experts.
3090 Oakmead Village Drive
Santa Clara, California 95052-8088
Tel: (408) 727-7272 Fax: (408) 727-5942
TWX: 910-338-0584
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are completely embroiled in the efforts
necessary to make a success of your
new position.
If you asked each of these people
what were the factors in their careers
that made the difference, one item that
Ithink each would mention would be
training. In one form or another, either
formal or On the Job (T) was a vital
part of their gaining competence and
confidence in their various jobs. They
would also tell you that as they move
into each new assignment it would be
easier if every new job came with a
training manual and perhaps a few
courses or classes to help get you
started.

Managers tend to
forget training on
way up the ladder
What do managers think about success? What it is that separates them
from the hundreds or perhaps thousands of competitors over the years in
achieving each promotion they've enjoyed as they climbed their ladder of
success?
Surely each of these people can look
back and see that at every juncture of
their career there were other people
who could have gotten the promotion;
there were other people who did good
work and could have been recognized.
In some cases, they may feel there were
even other people who, on balance,
might have been a better choice than
themselves.
Ican almost guarantee that in every
single case, the first week or two on the
new job resulted in a feeling that
indeed a mistake had been made and
someone else would do abetter job! But
as each person settles into his or her
new assignment and turns to meet the
challenges, the nervousness about
whether or not you're the right person
for the job tends to fade and soon you
By Wendell Bailey, Vice President
Science and Technology, NCTA

Alas, the real world seldom works
like that, especially for management.
And management, of course, is adiscipline that does not necessarily succumb
very well to the exact and precise
details and answers that certain technical jobs enjoy. In management you
have to feel your way frequently in an
imprecise area. If managers and other
executives feel that training was important in achieving alevel of success,
then why is there so much difficulty in
getting this particular group of people
to part with budgeted money to provide
training to the most important people
in our industry. Consider how we treat
this area. The one person that the cable
system expects to go into every customer's home is the one person that is
most often hired, given abrief orientation about company policy regarding
the maintenance truck and sent off
with a fist full of work orders that
require him to enter the home of your
most valuable asset: your customers.
While the emphasis on training in this
industry is growing, the scenario Ihave
just outlined is still too often the case.
The reasons why money for training
is so hard to come by is understandable.
Frequently, managers of systems have
goals and objectives specified by corporate headquarters that require that
they juggle a certain amount of resources between multiple functions that
requires them to adequately perform
for the head office. Because of this,
compromises are inevitably made.
The easiest compromise of all for
such a manager is to delay or cancel
sending employees to training sessions,
seminars, symposia, lectures or other
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duly constituted training activities.
By the same token, since the training
time for a new employee tends to be
non-productive time, it's very easy for
managers to see the value of taking a
brand new employee, putting them
with established installer repairmen
and sending them out for a certain
period of time until they "get the hang
of it."
Except for riding around with an old
(three months on the job) hand and a
rudimentary education about using
spurs and climbing poles, the people
we send into our customers' homes are
the least trained for the job.
Where, for instance, does the training of how to deal with customers come
from? Where is the assessment of
whether or not the person we're sending into acustomer's home is comfortable meeting strange people, is comfortable and competent in answering
questions about the company and its
policies? Where is the training for the
employee who may lack sensitivity in
dealing with a wide range of cultural
differences in some of the multinational communities that are served by
cable television?
In fact, why doesn't the typical
manager look upon the job of actually
going into the customer's home as
being ajob that must be earned after
demonstrated competence, loyalty and
learning by an employee. Why, for
instance, is the job of entering the
customer's home so often an entry-level
job in our industry.
Ishould point out that it's not just
our industry that does this. It's also
true in several other service industries.
That does not mean, however, that we
need to do the same thing. Wouldn't it
be better if each new employee, each
new entry-level employee, spent time
in training, then spent time doing the
other jobs in the company that required
interaction with your employees and
his or her fellow workers? And only
after they had proven they could do a
job, that they had learned about the
company and what it expects—as well
as what it offers to its subscribers—and
only in competition with other employees who wish to rise up to the most
important job in the company, only
then would these people be promoted
Continued on page 32
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Telecom's switched star
cable system
A

d
n optical

fiber-based switched star
cable television system has been
eveloped and is currently being
installed in the borough of Westminster in London, England. The first
customers were connected in July 1985.
When it is completed, it will serve over
100,000 private households, commercial premises and hotel rooms.
Development work has continued
and a prototype Mk 2 switched star
system was demonstrated in July 1987.
Services are gathered together at the
headend and transmitted over optical
fibers via hubsites to wideband switch
points (WSPs) close to customer's premises. From the WSPs, small-bore coaxial cables, each carrying two television
channels, make the final connection to
customers.
Four main types of service are provided:
• Broadcast television channels are
tapped off common fibers serving several WSPs.
By Jerry Adams, executive engineer,
British Telecom

Optical transmission

Two-year-old British
system debuts prototype
Mk 2switched star
system.
• Video channels available on aone
customer basis for video library and
photovideotex services are transmitted
on fibers specific to each WSP
• Data flows for the alphanumeric
videotex service and control of the
network is also routed over specific
fibers but in data message-based formats.
• The FM stereo radio is carried on
specific fibers in PCM format to achieve
the required signal-to-noise ratio.
A total of 32 video channels and 16
stereo radio channels can be carried
on the network plus upstream and
downstream data. A significant feature
is that the three different signal types,
video, data and stereo radio, are carried
to WSPs over the same design of optical
link.

The optical links were developed
under contract by STC Defence Systems of Leeds, northeast England,
which uses analog transmission of
video channels because of the present
cost advantages over digital techniques.
The standard fiber link takes four
baseband video inputs of 1V peak-topeak. The sound, left on its normal
carrier above the luminance and chrominance signals, is at a reduced level
of 200 mV peak-to-peak to lessen video
interference from intermodulation between sound and chrominance carriers.
Each input is frequency modulated on
to a carrier of 345 MHz, a high
frequency chosen for good linear operation, then down-converted and placed
within an intermediate frequency multiplex extending up to 200 MHz.
Frequency modulation is chosen on
the grounds of transmission quality
and costs; amplitude modulation is
inadequate in both noise performance
and susceptibility to non-linearities in
the optical link. Below the four video

Video
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Super primary links

Primary links

(optical fibres)

(optical fibres)

Optical taps

Headend
Hubsite
Broadcast
channels

Satellite

Oft-air

Dedicated _00.
channels
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A British Telecom switched star system architecture.
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Customer's
premises

Strongest link.
Your satellite receiver is the
first link in the transmission
chain. And one thing you can
always count on—the headend signal never gets better
than it is at the receiver.
Which is averygood reason
to specify Standard's Agile 40
C/K Satellite Receiver—but
it's not the only reason.
The Agile 40 C/K was designed from the ground up
solely for commercial applications. So it has all the features

cable operators need most:
rock-solid 100 kHz PLL tuning
and total flexibility for the
most accurate C/Ku-band
operation; 70 MHz IF with a
front-panel test point to minimize terrestrial interference;
and apower supply built for
the demands of 24-hour-aday operation.
The Agile 40 C/K is also the
receiver to have when you're
expanding your headend.
Because our internal 9501450 MHz active loop-thru
design eliminates signal
splitters, so you can add up
to 16 additional receivers
on the same polarity—with
no signal loss.

And because it draws only
32 watts maximum, the 40
C/K runs cooler, lasts longer,
and saves money year after
year. So you'll probably never
need our five-year replacement/warranty program.
To get the best signal, start
with the peace of mind that
only quality equipment can
give you. Link up with an
Agile 40 C/K.
For pricing and specifications, contact the SATCOM
Division for the Standard representative nearest you.

Standard

®Communications
SATCOM Division
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
Telephone: (800) 243-1357
In California (800) 824-7766
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SWITCHED STAR

Television signals can be
presented to the transmission
equipment at the headend in
a variety of formats.
channels there is space in the spectrum
converts the incoming light signal back
off-air at ultra high frequencies (UHF)
for a fifth lower quality channel for to the IF multiplex and ademodulator,
and baseband from video tape and disc.
data.
employing a phase-locked loop, brings
These have to be converted to the
The entire intermediate frequency
each channel down to its baseband
standard baseband form required by
(IF) multiplex intensitythe optical transmission equipmodulates an 850 nm laser
ment.
whose key characteristics are
When direct broadcast by
linear operation and a relasatellite (DBS) signals that
tively broad optical spectrum
use a different format are
to reduce modal noise. The
available, they could be dioptical output is launched
rectly inserted as a channel
into a 50/125 urn graded
in the IF multiplex since
index fiber with an attenuthey would already be freation of less than 3.5 dB/km
quency modulated.
and a bandwidth product of
The other main transmismore than 600 MHz km givsion function at the headend
ing a reach of five kilomeis fan-out of the broadcast
ters.
channels in their IF multiCables with up to 160
plex format to feed all the
fibers have been specially
super primary routes. The
developed, requiring the devideo library channels being
velopment of compact joint A Mk 1switch unit, capable of serving 30 customers.
dedicated to specific WSPs
organizers to house both the fusion
form.
are fed directly to optical transmitters.
joints between fibers and the optical
Television signals can be presented
Data for both network control and
taps on primary routes. At the optical
to the transmission equipment at the
the videotex services is routed to spereceiver, an avalanche photodiode (APD)
headend in avariety of formats, chiefly
cific WSPs in 64 kbit/s channels in

DEDICATED TO DISTRIBUTION
As the world's foremost producer of indoor
distribution amplifiers, Triple Crown has a firm
commitment to design leadership. We have
the greatest selection of models for best
value application.
• 300 & 450MHz Series
• 10 -56dB gain range
• All pads & equalizer controls built-in
• Bi-directional expansion capabilities
• All controls accessible from front pane!
• Set-up instructions printed clearly on face
• North American or European line voltages
• Add-on reverse amplifier side modules
For a cost effective solution to your indoor cable
distribution requirements, call us first ... because we are!

ei tug

TRIPLE CROWN

ELECTRONICS

4560 Fieldgate Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 3W6
(416) 629-1111
Reader Service Number 12

Continental U.S.
1-800-387-3205

Old Convertors Never Die!
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Or... Cords are Cut, Parts Missing
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MCC Restoration Kit

MAKE YOUR TEN YEAR OLD
HAMLIN LIKE NEW! HERE'S
$10.31 IN COSMETIC PARTS FOR
ONLY $4.95.

SPC Restoration Kit
Genuine Hamlin Parts are
Available for All Hamlin
Convertors Dating Back to
1966. Genuine Hamlin
Replacement Parts are
Available Only From*

Extend life of Hamlin Convertors. Cut out shelf time
with this easy-to-use kit. For only $4.95 you can replace the
remote control case, umbilical cord, bezel, channel selector knob and tuning knob on the MCC-2000, MCC-3000 or
MCC-4000 during this limited time sale. Save more than
50% off the total parts list price of $10.31! A similar kit is
available for the SPC Convertor series, also at only $4.95.
Hamlin Cosmetic Restoration Kits are available for
immediate delivery.

àea•ir
Genuine Parts for Genuine Performance
And Authorized Distributors

13610-1st Avenue South •P.O. Box 69710 •Seattle, WA 98168 •(206) 246-9330
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SWITCHED STAR

Each WSP is served by 10
optical fibers, nine downstream
and one upstream.

standard 2 Mbit/s multiplexes using
Customer data services
HDB3 line code. The level is adjusted
to 1 V peak-to-peak,. lowpass filtered,
At the hubsite, the television signals
and then applied to one video input of are converted to their four-channel IF
the optical transmitter. A
standard link therefore carries four 2 Mbit/s channels,
sufficient for a hubsite serving up to 112 WSPs.
Straightforward transmission of the frequency modulation (FM) radio band in its
normal form is not possible
on the optical link because
of the very high carrier-tonoise ratio required. Instead,
a unique scheme has been
devised whereby each channel is demodulated to its
stereo multiplex form-0 to
53 KHz bandwidth—and then The interior of afully equipped Mk 1WSP 300.
four channels are digitally encoded into
multiplex format. The broadcast chanan 8 Mbit/s multplex which is applied
nels and the FM radio multiplex are
to one video input of the optical transmitfanned out to feed optical transmitters
ter. Thus 16 stereo channels are carried
on each primary route. The video
on one fiber.
library channels are simply repeated

at this point and routed to their
intended WSP.
The received control and videotex
data signals are broken down into the
individual 64 kbit/s channels
and inserted into time-slot
16 of a 2 Mbit/s multiplex,
which is then transmitted to
the appropriate WSP as a
fifth channel on one of the
dedicated fibers. The other
time-slots in the multiplex
are available for customer
data services.
Each WSP is served by 10
optical fibers, nine downstream and one upstream.
Five of the downstream ones
carry broadcast television and
are tapped off common fibers
serving several WSPs. The
other four are dedicated to the particular WSP; three carry video channels
available on a per-customer basis, the
fourth carries all the radio programs,
control data and videotex pages. The

Networks For Channel Allocation Management

•

_

1

Channel Deletion Filter

Channel Deletion-Closed Circuit Reinsertion

Allows Selective Channel Control
Efficient CATV system operations require occasional deletion
and/or reprocessing of selected channels, both within the
system and at multi-subscriber interfaces. MFC's complete
line of such networks for this purpose, developed over a
decade with our CATV customers, provide complete "readyto-install" filter networks for:

MON Batch Clescrembling Network

Send For Free Catalog C/87
C/87 is a catalog which contains over 500
different specialized filters for interference
elimination and channel management in
CATV and SMATV systems and local area
networks. Filter applications include:
• Suppressing Off-Air

Interference Carriers
Head-end selective deletion from downconverted AML receptions
[I nc l
udi ng Co-Ch anne l]
On-trunk deletion of channels to selected system sectors
e Channel Deletion For
Reinsertion
Channel detour, from on-line, for remote use
Security
• Pay TV
Batch remote local deletion and/or reprocessing on-line
Equipment
• CARS Band Alters
You concentrate on getting the outside sales deal, and let us
• Modulator Clean-Up
handle the hardware. We've done it for Warner Amex, Group
Bandpass Alters
•
a
•
•

12

W, Storer, ATC, TCI, Cox, etc. in support of their "outside
sales" program —let us do it for you.
Microwave Filter Company, Inc.
6743 Kinne Street, East Syracuse, New York 13057
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Call or write for your
free copy today!

Telex: 249-613
Fax: 315-463-1467

Toll Free: 1-800-448-1686
Collect [In NY/HI/AK/CAN]: 315-437-3953
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¿RC®

Reintroducing
LRC's
3-piece
Connector.
We've kept our no-twist center
conductor feature, yet removed
the keyway so that it no longer
inhibits connector installation.
Now you won't find a 3-piece
that's simpler to install...especially with our guess-free positive
stops, 2-inch pins and center
conductor cutting guide.
Plus, now our 30 db return
loss is extended to 1GHZ on pin
type and splice connectors. So
an LRC 3-piece connector will
accommodate your channel
expansion for years to come.
The next time you spec a
3-piece.. connect with LRC.

A1JGAT

¿RC®

Apad of the growing Augat Communications Group
FORMER DESIGN
(End View-Entry Body)

901 South Avenue
Post Office Box 111
Horseheads, NY 14845
(607)-739-3844
TELEX: 5101-011-251
FAX: 607-739-0106
Reader Service Number 15

SWITCHED STAR

The signal to the customer is
launched into small bore
coaxial cables by launch
modules.

A customer's equipment developed under contract by Labgear Cablevision Ltd. of Cambridge, England.
upstream fiber carries data and four
return video channels.
The broadcast television signals are
bussed directly to the main switch
units. The switch design employs a
1-in/4-out IC chip using DMOS FETs.
Each switch unit serves 30 customers
with two channels each and can be
installed on amodular basis as demand
for service from the WSP increases.
Each is, to an extent, a self-contained
unit with its own microprocessor, receiving and acting on control signals
from the customers.
In addition to the direct inputs, main
switch units have access to the video
library channels and the local text
generators via an auxiliary switch. In
total, each switch unit has 30 inputs
which are bussed to all 60 outputs, two
per customer. Each output has its own

30-in/l-out switch, allowing independent selection of any input.
Sophisticated system
The digitally encoded radio channels
are converted to analog form and
reconstituted as a conventional FM
radio band ready for distribution directly to customers. The straightforward digital coding allows this to be
accomplished with a reasonably small
amount of circuitry.
The WSP is more than just transmission and switching equipment. It is a
sophisticated system in its own right
with two levels of control, local text
generation and local alarm and maintenance facilities. Given that it is
usually housed in an external cabinet,
special attention has gone into its
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engineering to achieve compact size,
using dense equipment packing and
efficient routing and interconnection
of the many video, RF, data and optical
signals within it. The WSP employs
careful thermal design, with fans and
a heat exchanger, to provide a controlled internal environment for the
equipment housed.
The WSP has two size options, one
for 150 customers with a common
equipment rack and one switching
rack, and one for 300 customers with
two switching racks.
The signal to the customer is launched
into small bore coaxial cables by launch
modules which slot into the switch
units in the WSP A launch module
takes two baseband video channels and
amplitude modulates them on to carriers at 40 and 56 MHz in standard

Thanks to our greatly expanded production capacity, Jerrold can offer
you excellent delivery on our complete line of 2, 4, and 8-way taps!
If you're one of the many customers with
JERROLD 300 MHz or 450 MHz taps installed, and•
you want to expand your channel capacity, you'll
like the proven modular housing design of this
600 MHz tap. It allows you to change tap assembly
bottom plates without removing the housing
from the cable. And since our 2, 4and 8-way taps
fit in the same modular housing, you can add
drops by following the same procedure.
'Unique
umbrella design
directs water
away from
electronics.

If you are not acurrent JERROLD customer but
want to take advantage of our availability, quality
and performance, tap into these features that
make JERROLD taps number one in sales.
• 2, 4and 8-way taps in same housing
• 32 different models for optimum design flexibility
• Minimal insertion loss for lower construction
costs
• Excellent RF Shielding... FCC compliant
• Hostile environment corrosion protection
• Weather seal gasket
• Unique, water-proof, self-sealing "F" ports
For more information on the complete line of
Jerrold taps, contact your Jerrold Account Representative or call or write Jerrold Division, General
Instrument Corporation,
2200 Byberry Road,
Hatboro, PA 19040.
(215) 674-4800.

JERROLD

.

where innovation is a tradition

And you can have them when you need them!

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
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SWITCHED STAR

The launch module's task is to
adjust relative levels, combine
the signals and drive them into
the -75 ohm coaxial cable.
vestigial sideband (VSB AM) format.
It also accepts the FM radio in its
normal frequency band, along with a
120 MHz pilot tone. These are presented to the launch module as high
impedance inputs. The launch module's task is to adjust relative levels,
combine the signals and drive them
into the 75 ohm coaxial cable.
These secondary link cables are
terminated in coaxial connectors
mounted on apatch panel in the WSP.
'lb provide service to a customer a
patch cord connects the next available
launch module to the appropriate secondary cable. WSPs are assembled,
tested, and delivered to site by Fulcrum
Communications Ltd. of London, a
wholly owned subsidiary of British
Telecom (BT).
System development
The customer's equipment was developed under contract by Labgear
Cablevision Ltd. of Cambridge, eastern

A Mk 2 switchcard that reduces switch costs and gives improved performance.

Craftsmanship And Integrity
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919-595-2116

PROVIDING FIBER OPTIC SERVICES
TO THE CATV INDUSTRY
• Splicing

'

• Const. Supervision

• Testing

• Field Training
• Maintenance

• Consulting

FIRST IN SERVICE
FIRST IN QUALITY

cable prep
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO.

207 MIDDLESEX AVE. P.O. BOX 373
CHESTER, CT 06412-0373
(203) 526-4337

•Hand-crafted from precision parts
•Made in the U.S.A.
•Proven in the field for durability
•Competitively priced
•Today's CATV toolmaker-CABLE PREP

If you're not using our products,
you should be!
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• Fault Location
• Seminars

Excelling in the splicing, testing and fault
location of fiber optics in the 0.S.P

P.O. Box 763
Walkertown, N.C. 27051
Reader Service Number 18

Everyone In The Cable
Business
Should Have A Friend
Named BRAD
•High Quality
•Competitive Prices
•Good Customer Service
While keeping up with the rapid
changes in technology, and
growing to better service your
needs... we will never lower our
quality standards or the
emphasis on serving you,
our valued customer.
So thank you for helping BRAD
become the largest independent sales and service facility of
its kind. We look forward to
another challenging decade.

Call: 1-800-382-BRAD
In NY, Call: 1-518-382-8000

Corporate Headquarters, 1023 State Street, Schenectady, NY 12301, (518) 382-8000
Highway 19, Old Socco Road, Cherokee, NC 28719, (704) 493-5314
1255 Boston Avenue, West Columbia, SC 29169, (803) 794-3910
5906 Breckenridge Pkwy., Suite I, Tampa, FL 33610, (813) 623-1721
2010 Pine Terrace, Sarasota, FL 33581, (813) 921-1551
112 E. Ellen Street, Fenton, MI 48430, (313) 750-9341
4630 Pacific Highway East, Suite B-7, Fife, WA 98424, (206) 922-9011
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CLEARLY BETTER

SWITCHED STAR

Further development of the BT
switched star system has
concentrated on the WSP since
this is the most expensive
component.

A layout of Mk 2 WSP.
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PTS/Katek buys, sells and
repairs cable equipment.
Call 1-800-441-1334.
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The Converter Specialists
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England, which also produced the
launch modules. It consists of four
units: the customer unit, asmall adaptor which plugs into the back of the
television set, an infrared receiver and
ahand-held remote keypad.
The wall mounted customer unit
upconverts the two incoming VHF
television channels to UHF using a
local oscillator. It feeds two television
sets—or one television and one video
recorder—and an FM tuner via coaxial
cable. A processor in the customer unit
sends customer keystrokes on to the
WSP when polled.
Further development of the BT
switched star system has concentrated
on the WSP since this is the most
expensive component of the network
and, being street-sited, potentially the
most difficult to maintain. However,
work on single mode optical links
operating at 1300 nm and on shared
secondary links has also been carried
out, as well as studies on providing a
greater choice of customer equipment,
including a remote control full alphanumeric keypad.
Since the Mk 1 design, a new optimized IC has been developed by Siliconix Ltd. of Newbury, west of London,
with a four times increase in the level
of integration (1-in/16-out). A new
unit, switching 48 video inputs to 16
outputs, has been developed using this
device and realized on one card with
the use of surface mount technology.
This switch card gives a substantial
reduction in costs and an improvement
in performance—worst channel-tochannel crosstalk on card of better than
55 dB—as well as increasing the number of nominal video channels available on the system to 48. Each card
serves eight customers with two channels each, allowing provision to be in
eight-customer rather than 30-customer
increments.
Mainly on the strength of this card,
a 30 percent reduction in cabinet size
has been achieved for the Mk 2 WSP
In addition, the WSP layout has been
completely redesigned to improve "maintainability." The new configuration is
symmetrical about acentral door pillar
and allows full access to all equipment
racks, shelves and interconnections
through the cabinet front doors. The
only backplanes used are shelf mounted

INTRODUCING

R

TM

AN EXCLUSIVE LINE OF PRODUCTS FROM 1Cner
2Way -4 Way -8 Way 5-550 MHz multitaps

NOW IN STOCK AT

laler

•Coming soon — Line passives and converters •
CALL NOW FOR PRICES AND ORDERING INFORMATION

cable equipment, inc.
969 Horsham Rd. • Horsham, Pa. 19044-1278
Call Toll-free 800-523-5947
in Pa. 800-492-2512
FAX 215-675-7543

©1987 Toner Cable Equipment Inc
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WE
HAVEN'T
HEARD FROM
OUR STEREO
CUSTOMERS
IN YEARS!

SWITCHED STAR

New launch modules have been
developed that enable four
video channels to be carried
on each secondary link coaxial
cable.
and all interconnections are by new
front-mounted shielded integrated connector cables. There is a new cable
termination unit which makes for a
simplified patching arrangement.

At least when it comes to complaints.

Shared secondary links

Why?

New launch modules have been
developed that enable four video channels to be carried on each secondary
link coaxial cable. This enables one
cable to serve two customers via a
remote diplexer. The launch modules

Because CATEL's products are built to
last. CATEL offers afull line of signal
processing equipment for the cable and
broadcast industries. Products that are
technologically sophisticated as well a
reliable.
Take our FMS-3000 FM Stereo System
for example. Using amodular design,
the FMS-3000 can hold up to six stereo
generator/modulator modules in each ,
51/4 inch chassis, and provide superio
stereo separation. And that's not all. The
FMS-3000 is also field tunable—allowing
you to easily change frequencies any,
where in the FM range. Combine these'
features with proven reliability, and the
result is the best equipment available on
the market.
CATEL has been providing innovative
solutions to the telecommunications
industry for almost 20 years. Solutions
that span video, audio, and data applications. And more importantly, solutions
that you can count on—day in and
day out.
To find out more about CATEL or to
receive acopy of our new product
catalog—Call Toll Free 1/800/225-4046.

CATEL

Cate! Telecommunications
4050 Technology Place
Fremont, CA 94537-5122
(415) 659-8988
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Continued from page 18
to the job of customer service.
This, no doubt, would add cost to the
function of serving customers. Iwould
argue, however, that it would also
decrease the expense of serving customers. Programs like this are not
original with me. In fact, the very
scenario that Ijust outlined for you is
one that was mentioned to me many
years ago by the head of an MSO.
The problem, as this person pointed
out to me, is frequently that the
corporate structure which dictates autonomy on the local level is frequently
ineffective in enforcing policies regard-

are realized as plug-in daughter boards
on the switch card rather than as
separate slot-in cards as in the Mk 1
switch unit.
The Mk 2 WSP is fully compatible
with the Mk 1system described earlier
and it is intended to be used to complete
the installation of the Westminster
franchise. The Mk 2 switched star
system, which in addition to the Mk 2
WSP employs single mode fibers, shared
secondary links and a more powerful
WSP processor, is available for use in
any future cable television franchise. •
ing how local employees deal with
customer service. A system manager
is left to fend for himself when it comes
to utilizing resources to achieve personnel aims. It is frequently thought that
keeping the system generally up and
the signals generally good and spending the least amount of money to do so
will result in the proper balance of
return on investment and corporate
reputation in the community. Giving
new thought to the training of the
customer service function will improve
both areas immensely and help preserve the industry that employs us
all. •

Coming in March...
How to improve
headend signal levels.
With HDTV and fiber optics on the horizon,
operators need to improve the level of
their signals coming out of the headend.
To find out how, read the March issue of
CED.

Your best training isn't across the country.
It's across the hall.
You shouldn't have to send your
people on afour-day trip to get
the training they need.
Now you don't.
Announcing Wavetek's Field
Seminars for cable TV engineers
and technicians. Definitive.
Practical. Customized to your
operation's needs.
And taught by Wavetek
experts at asite you choose.

You deserve the best handson training in the business.
Now, get it down the hall. From
Wavetek.
To receive acomplete
Wavetek Field Training Menu,
mail the attached reply coupon
to Wavetek RF Products, Inc.,
5808 Churchman Bypass,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46203-6109.
Or call 317-788-5965.
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Send atraining menu.
Have atechnician call.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City, State, Zip

Type of operation CATV
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Measuring stereo
performance
T

V stereo is not as forgiving as
monaural sound. Many cable system operators ask what needs to be
done when upgrading to stereo. In
addition to the operational equipment
required, it becomes very important to
do periodic measurements of key stereo
parameters, and to monitor the modulation levels of the audio programs.
Providing quality sound over cable
has become an important issue. According to one cable engineer, "We do have
major competition from satellite dishes,
movie rentals and off-the-air programming." In very competitive markets
where these alternatives are readily
available, subscribers sooner or later
get the opportunity to compare, and
many cable systems are falling short
on the quality of the on-channel audio
they are offering.
Many system operators and engineers are discovering that providing
high quality stereo sound on-channel
can reduce pay churn and even attract
new subscribers. One system operator,
in evaluating the impact of stereo, said,
"We have simulcasted on FM for
years, and still do. It doesn't look good
when a pay channel subscriber gets
better stereo sound over FM than on
the channel he is paying for."
So what do you measure to make sure
you are providing good stereo? There
are many measurements which can be
made, and this article will discuss
several: pilot injection level, stereo
separation, signal-to-noise ratio and
frequency response. Some of these measurements have similar setup procedures and can be made concurrently to
speed up the testing process: for example, separation and signal-to-noise measurements are often made together.
Making daily or weekly checks of
these measurement parameters will
ensure a generally good quality of
stereo transmission. Periodic proofs-ofperformance or other rigorous test
programs will quantify as well as
qualify your audio integrity.
Modulation level
Quite often, measurements require
the setting or checking of modulation
levels. An FM system works by having
its frequency shift in proportion to the
By Eric B. Lane, TFT Inc.

performed in the equivalent-test mode
(dbx off), and with the audio signal
pre-emphasized (pre-emphasis is anoise
reduction technique). This will enable
you to make aquick daily check of your
stereo, and will indicate if a major
problem has been introduced. A full
proof-of-performance is typically done
in both the equivalent and BTSC test
modes. This gives you aquick check to
make sure no major problems are
present, and the detailed performance
of your real stereo performance.

Pilot injection level,
stereo separation and
S/N ratio are some of the
things to consider.
input audio level. The amount which
the frequency deviates from its center
frequency is called the deviation or
modulation level (deviation if presented in kHz, modulation level if
represented as a percent of maximum
deviation). Most modulation monitors
come calibrated so that the 100 percent
modulation level equals the maximum
deviation for agiven subchannel.
Table 1shows the subchannels which

Pilot injection level
Pilot injection level is the modulation level of the stereo pilot signal. The

TABLE 1

Subchannel

Center frequency
=15.734 kHz)

Max deviation
(= 100% mod level)

Main (L +
Pilot
Stereo (L —R)
SAP
Pro

Baseband

25 kHz
5kHz
50 kHz
15 kHz
± 3kHz

211
5fri
6.5 fH

combine to form the BTSC composite
signal. The center frequency for each
subchannel is a multiple of the pilot
frequency (fH = 15.734 kHz). Also
shown is the maximum deviation for
each of the subchannels. This is referred to as the 100 percent modulation
level for that channel. A deviation level
other than maximum is expressed as a
proportional percentage. For example,
a 5.5 kHz deviation for the pilot
corresponds to a modulation level of
110 percent.
Two test modes are available for
working with TV stereo: the equivalenttest mode which bypasses dbx® noise
reduction circuitry, and the BTSC-test
mode which utilizes dbx circuits. lbsts
to verify stereo performance are easier
to make in the equivalent-test mode,
because it is alinear mode and doesn't
have to fight the dbx circuitry. The
BTSC-test mode is equally important,
because it is the real implementation
of the stereo transmission.
For aquick system check, most of the
tests described below are typically
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pilot is used to regenerate the stereo
subchannel (L —R), to switch the television set into stereo mode and to illuminate the stereo light on the receiver.
Checking the pilot injection level tells
you that the pilot is there, that it's at
the right level, and that it is not
interfered with by other channels.
The pilot signal has adeviation of 5
kHz centered at 15.734 kHz. 'lb measure this, a 15.734 kHz pilot frequency
bandpass filter is used to separate the
pilot from the other modulating signals. You should be aware that the
transmitted signal's pilot carrier can
be contaminated and interfered with
by video sync components. The source
of interference can often be determined
by turning the visual carrier on and off.
Looking at the pilot signal on a
modulation monitor, you should see 5
kHz deviation represented as 100 percent modulation. If the modulation
level is too low, the pilot detector in the
receiver may not be activated, or worse
may flash the stereo light on and off
erratically. If the pilot is not steady

POWERFUL".

Standby
power systems from Alpha
Technologies.
And Dynasty Gel/Cell batteries from
Johnson Controls. That's some powerful combination.
We've recognized that the superior performance and service life of the Dynasty
Gel/Cell matches well with the superior reliability and technology of the Alpha
standby system. So we're getting together. You might say our relationship has
gelled. And that means we can provide you with the finest products for the CATV
standby market.
The Dynasty Gel/Cell is the battery of choice for those who want the most for
their money. For example, the GC12V100 delivers more capacity, and up to 50%
longer service life than previous batteries. Of course, the fact that the Dynasty
Gel/Cell never needs maintenance is one of the main reasons for its popularity in
the cost-conscious cable world.
New Alpha standby power supplies are equipped with the Dynasty Gel/Cell
battery. And, you can order your replacement Dynasty Gel/Cell batteries directly
from Alpha Technologies. Alphas' and Johnson Controls' reputation for service,
support and technical assistance stand behind every Dynasty Gel/Cell battery and
Alpha power supply.
Long life, maintenance-free batteries and the full support of the industry's
technology leader. Dynasty Gel/Cell batteries from Johnson Controls and Alpha.
That's powerful company.

JIIIHNSON
CONTRuLS

ALPHA

3767 Alpha Way Bellingham, WA 98225 206-647-2360 FAX: 206-671-4936
7033 Antrim Ave. Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4M5 604-430-1476 FAX 604-430-8908
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TECHNOLOGIES

STEREO

Experiments show that the
human ear typically can't
distinguish stereophonic sound
when separation drops below
18 dB.
(fluctuates), there is probably either
interference from another channel, lack
of a video sync on which to lock or a
gated suppressed-sync scrambler.
Stereo separation
Stereo separation is the degree to
which signals in one subchannel (say,
the left) are not present in the opposite
subchannel (right) and visa-versa.
If channel separation isn't maintained, all your efforts to produce stereo
are lost. Poor separation means little
or no distinction between left and right
channel audio.
Experiments show that the human
ear typically can't distinguish stereophonic sound when separation drops
below 18 dB. If this is the minimum
presentable separation to the user at

the TV set, better separation must be
achieved at each preceding point in the
system.
The BTSC specification recommends
the transmission system meet or exceed
40 dB separation when measured in the
equivalent-test mode (dbx off, preemphasis on). For major proofs, an
additional set of measurements should
be made in the BTSC-test mode (dbx in).
Minimum stereo separation with
dbx is shown below (10 percent modulation level, pre-emphasis on):
• Smoothly increasing separation
below 100 Hz, from 26 dB to 30 dB.
• 30 dB separation from 100 Hz to
8kHz.
• Smoothly decreasing separation
from 8kHz to 14 kHz of 30 dB to 20 dB.
The separation measurement is made
under test conditions, not normal pro-

FIGURE 1
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20 dB
50 Hz

100 Hz
8 kHz
Audio frequency

14 kHz

TABLE 2

Measurement
Channel Separation

Channel

Test Freq (Hz)

Lett into

50, 100, 400, 1k

Right

5k, 10k, 14k (sine waves)

1. Apply a50 Hz test tone to the left channel input of the BTSC encoder.
2. Ground the input to the right channel.
3. Adjust the aural carrier deviation to 100% on the left channel with a
modulation monitor.
4. Measure the output level of the left channel, and set this as the zero
reference.
5. Measure the output level of the right channel. The ratio between the two
(difference between the dB levels) is the measure of channel separation.
6. Repeat the test at the other test frequencies.
7. Repeat the tests for right into left channel.
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gramming. It is made by first applying
a sine wave signal to the left channel
and grounding the input to the right
channel. After adjusting the aural carrier deviation on the left channel with
a modulation monitor, the level of the
right channel is measured (in dB).
Most audio analyzers have the ability of setting a zero reference level to
compare one signal with another, and
saving the trouble of calculating the
difference between levels.
The separation measurement is made
at several audio frequencies. It must
also be performed in the reverse fashion: grounding the left and injecting
the signal in the right channel.
Noise
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the
ratio between the desired signal (for
example, program audio) and the level
of the noise floor. Noise has to be looked
at on each signal subchannel: main,
stereo, pilot, etc. Noise may be caused
by a transmission system, thermal
noise, video signal interference or noise
energy amplified by the dbx system.
SNR is measured by determining the
output level of apredetermined signal,
and then removing the signal and
measuring the output with only noise
on it. Quick noise measurements are
typically made with the dbx system off.
For major proofs, both equivalent and
BTSC test modes are used. Noise
measurements are made under test
conditions, not during normal programming.
Frequency response is the measure
of signal strength and phase over a
range of frequencies. In an audio
signal, if the highs are lost, the sound
loses its detail and gets muddy; if the
lows are lost, the sound becomes tinny.
In a modulated signal, high frequency problems may show up as a
deterioration of the stereo (L —R) subchannel. This appears as a significant
loss in stereo separation.
When measuring the composite baseband frequency respose, in order to
achieve acceptable stereo separation
(40 dB or better) it is required that the
amplitude response not vary by more
than ± 1.0 dB, and that the phase
response should not vary by more than
± 3.0 degrees over the band of frequencies from 50 Hz to 47 kHz. Such tight

STEREO

Frequency response
measurements are made under
test conditions, not during
normal programming.
tolerances of amplitude and phase are
difficult to measure. An alternative
method is to measure stereo separation
directly. If separation is acceptable,
there is probably not a frequency
response problem.
Frequency response measurements
are made under test conditions, not
during normal programming. Frequencies over the required band are injected
into the stereo encoder and measured
at various points in the system. The
modulation level is held constant as the
input to the generator is varied, and
the measurements at the test points are
recorded.
Many other measurements are needed
to fully verify the operation of a BTSC
stereo system. The ones presented here
are the most basic and the most useful.
Stereo needs to be looked at from a
system perspective. Strong attention
to the system (daily checks) is manda
tory. To produce the desired results and
remain competitive, it is imperative
that the individual components of the

TABLE 3

Measurement

Channel

Test frequency

Signal-to-noise
ratio

Main
channel

400 Hz

1. Apply the 400 Hz test tone to the input of the stereo encoder.
2. Set the modulation level of the main channel to 100%.
3. Measure the output level of the main channel, and set this as the
zero reference.
4. Remove the test tone from the encoder input.
5. Measure the output level of the channel without the test tone. This
is the SNR for the main channel.
6. Repeat the SNR measurement process for other channels, such as
the stereo and pilot channels, as needed.

system be of the best quality.
Because of the many variables from
system-to-system, experience must ac-

STOP

company any instructions on testing
your system. This experience can be
gained only by doing it. •

AT _LAST!

SCREWING AROUND
WITH AUDIO LEVELS

START

CONTROLLING VOLUME
AUTOMATICALLY!

THE ULTIMATE AUDIO LEVEL CONTROLLER
• ± 15dB
•
•
•
•
•
•

(800) 233-8713
Reader Service Number 25

input level variations stabilized to ± 0.2dB
Stereo or monaural channel control
Dual band control system for sound purity
Gating built-in to prevent noise pumping
Balanced and floating input and output
Select 0.0, +4, or +8 dBm output
3 stereo channels per mainframe!

FM SYSTEMS, INC.
.....(
714)

979-3355

3877 S. Main St.
Santa Ana, CA 92707
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800-235-6960.}
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Application of analog fiber
optic systems...
odern fiber optic transmission
systems employ one of two alternative transmission techniques.
The most common technique for telephone trunking applications is digital.
Alternatively, the common technique
for many other types of information,
including multiple video channel transmission, is analog. LAN technology is
confusing to many. A common misconception is that in order to trasmit data, a
digital system is required. Yet virtually all LAN transmission techniques
are analog, including broadband local
area networks (B-LAN). Popular BLAN manufacturers include Sytek,
Ungermann Bass, Allen Bradley, Applitek and Chipcom, for example.

nect is not financially feasible.
However, analog fiber optic transmission systems are ideal as B-LAN
extenders, both from an economic and
technical standpoint. Analog fiber optic systems utilize FM/FDM transmission techniques to transport multiple forms of information simultaneously. Similarly, broadband coax cable
based B-LANs are analog by nature
and use the technique of frequency
division multiplexing to carry multiple

...as broadband local area
network extenders.
FM data carriers desired for transmission on the B-LAN. The cost of this
dual conversion equipment is so expensive as to make links with more than
one or two carriers economically prohibitive. In many cases this has resulted in the erroneous conclusion by
corporations that afiber optic intercon-

16 channel video transm'ssion
Baseband
Video

--166XX-DM

6022-AD

1301

B-LAN applications
In many cases it is desired to establish a long distance B-LAN link between two buildings or campuses in
order to unify the systems into asingle
network or to exchange data. In most
cases, the use of standard coaxial cable
and the required amplifiers to create
the link are not practical. This is due
to distance limitations and/or maintenance concerns associated with the
outside amplifiers along the run, which
may be many miles in length.
Many times the alternative examined is a digital fiber optic link of the
telco transmission type. In digital fiber
trunking systems, information is carried in one of two standard digital
trunking formats: a DS1 rate (1.544
Mb/sec.) or DS3 rate (44.785 Mb/sec.).
Importantly, asingle B-LAN may have
several independent data carriers simultaneously transmitting at the same
time on one cable. Each data carrier is
a separate analog FM based signal
occupying aportion of the cable's total
frequency spectrum. In order to transmit this information on a digital fiber
optic trunking link, each one of these
numerous data carriers must be converted individually to the telephone
digital trunking format, and then digitally multiplexed together.
At the other end of the fiber link, the
DS formatted information must again
be converted back from this digital
trunking format into the individual
By John Holobinko,
American Light wave Systems
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100% American Made
FS74 CHANNELIZER SR.TM
TV -RF Signal Analyzer
63,495 Patented
IEEE 411
BUS-COMPATIBLE

Tracking down and isolating RF
distribution troubles quickly and accurately
means getting home before sunset. It
means keeping your subscribers happy. It
means you are more productive, and able
to handle more of the day-to-day business.
Bottom line, it means your business is
more profitable.
The FS74 CHANNELIZER SR. is built
exclusively for this purpose.

CHANNELIZER SR. is atrademark of Sencore, Inc.

Its all channel, digital tuner lets you dial in
all off-air, cable and FM channels with
—46 dBmV sensitivity. Automatic or
manual fine tuning reveals carriers that are
shifted above or below FCC standards.
Quick and automatic audio-to-video,
signal-to-noise, and hum tests on in-use
channels remove inaccurate interpretation
in signal tests.
An exclusive wide-band monitor points you
right to the source of interference or
ghosting, quickly, and without guesswork.
Reader Service Number 27

The FS
is
and built tough to track down those to
troubles — fast.
Next time, be prepared for that 5:00 p.m.
phone call from your subscriber. Call
1-800-843-3338 and discover what 100%
automatic testing can do for you.

Call 1-800-843-3338 today.
In Canada 1-800-851-8866.

B-LAN

The simplest fiber optic B-LAN
extender example is a dual
cable system.

data streams simultaneously on the
individual FM based data carriers.
Since analog fiber optic systems use
the same transmission techniques as
B-LANs, transmission of numerous
data carriers can be accomplished inex-

from

PICO MACOM

pensively without requiring any costly
data conversion equipment. Therefore,
analog-based fiber optic trunking systems offer an ideal "gateway" for
transporting LAN channels over long
distances without repeaters. For exam-

Model SP-60

HETERODYNE PROCESSOR

ple, on one fiber an American Lightwave Systems 1300 nm laser-based
single mode fiber trunking system can
be used to transport up to 100 or more
LAN data channels, or as many as 16
DS3 channels for atotal data capacity
of 715.76 Mbits/sec., or asimultaneous
mix of video and FDM data channels
of multiple types. A variety of FDM
data carriers, six DS1/T1 channels
(1.544 Mb/sec. per channel), or one DS3
channel takes the approximate optical
energy as an equivalent video channel
for applications requiring concurrent
data, video and voice information.
Transmission via fiber optics

Features

Step Up to Guaranteed Quality
at Attractive Low Prices.

•Low cost
•High gain: 70 dB
•High output: 62 dB
•SAW filtered
•Spurious outputs
down 60 dB

The Pico Macom SP-60 uses the latest low noise,
PLL, SAW filter and AGC techniques to provide
superior processor quality and performance.
Frequency Range

Low, mid, high, super bands

Max. Output

62 dB

•High adjacent
channel rejection
60 dB

Min. Output (for 46 dB C/N)

— 7dBmv

Output Adjust Range

46 -62 dB

•Superior low noise
circuitry (6 dB NF)

Gain

70 dB

AGC Range

— 10 dBmv to + 25 dBmv input

AGC Type

Keyed sync tip

AGC Stability

0.5 dB

•Sync tip AGC for
precise signal
regulation
•Stereo signal
compatible
•45 MHz IF loop-thru
•Assured reliability
with 100% burn-in
of all processors

Pee

Frequency Response

± 1dB

Noise Figure

8dB

Selectivity

60 dB (adjacent channel)

Spurious Outputs

— 60 dB (at 62 dB output)

Aural Carrier Adjust Range

— 15 dB

Two Year Warranty—Guaranteed!
®PICO MACON?, INC.
A Subsidiary of Pico' Products, Inc.

12500 Foothill Blvd., Lakeview Terrace, CA 91342
(800) 421-6511 /(818) 897-0028
Reader Service Number 28
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In contrast to coaxial cable, multichannel B-LAN fiber optic transmission is usually most effective utilizing
one fiber for each transmission direction. Th transmit the information on a
broadband LAN in both directions
simultaneously requires the use of two
fibers: one to carry downstream data
(and video) carriers, the other to carry
upstream or "return" carriers.
B-LANs are of three general types:
dual cable systems where a full cable
is reserved for each direction; and
sub-split and mid-split systems, where
channels travel in both directions over
the coax simultaneously. The simplest
fiber optic B-LAN extender example is
a dual cable system. The fiber optic
B-LAN extender is a two-fiber link
consisting of a fiber optic transmitter
and receiver at one end, two fibers, and
at the other end another fiber optic
receiver and transmitter. Therefore,
each end of the coaxial LAN systems
to be joined has both a fiber optic
transmitter and receiver.
Since fiber optic systems utilize
FDM transmission techniques, the fiber optic transmitter looks like a
broadband "gateway" to the coax LAN.
The output of each coaxial cable is fed
directly into the fiber optic transmitter,
with the only possible extra piece of
equipment required being an inexpensive signal amplifier in some cases to
insure proper input signal levels. The
transmitter converts the entire frequency spectrum into a single light
signal. After traveling through the
fiber, the light signal is received at the
remote site, converted back into the
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YOUR BRoKEN0D OWN
CONVERTORS...

Trade in your old convertors for new
Jerrold or Hamlin products. When
you buy your new convertors from
Anixter, we'll buy your old convertors and give you credit for their
cash value. Besides reducing your
idle inventory, you'll be surprised at
the reduction in your net capital
outlay.
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OUR DIELECTRIC
This year over 50,000 miles of cable will be installed. Over 90% of this cable will have
afoam dielectric.
Why this staggering preference for foam?
Because foam offers greater stability. What's more, the unique geometry of our dielectric is largely responsible for the unsurpassed electrical and mechanical properties we
offer.
CATV operators around the country have already discovered that with QR, they
can have foam and still have low loss. This is why QR is experiencing such wide
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AIR DIELECTRIC
acceptance. In fact, over 12,000 miles are already in service.
So remember, the cable you install this year has to last for many years to come.
That's the best reason to look into QR now
For more information, please contact your Comm/Scope Representative or call us
direct at 800/982-1708 (800/222-6808 in NC).

COMM/SCOPE. WITH YOU ALL THE WAY.
Comm/Scope Division, General Instrument Corporation, PO Box 1729, Hickory NC 28603, 800/982-1708 (800/222-6808 in NC), Telex: 802-166
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The primary difference between
fiber optic B-LAN extender
applications is information
carrying capacity and fiber
type required.
original FM/FDM signals by the fiber
optic receiver, and connected to the
B-LAN coax cable for transmission
throughout the remote site.
Installation of the fiber link for
mid-split or sub-split systems also is
straightforward. Inexpensive diplex RF
filters are the only additional components required. The diplex filter is used
to split the signals from the coax cable
in the opposite direction of the desired
transmission direction. Therefore, the
diplexer will connect to the fiber optic
transmitter and to the incoming signals from the fiber optic receiver. The
desired one-way channels are sent
through the fiber to their destination,
where they are reinserted on to the
local B-LAN at this point of origin as
before. Therefore, one of the fiber links
will transmit all the forward path
signals, and the other fiber will transmit all the reverse path signals. The
link will require two transmitters, two
receivers and two fibers, identically to
the two-cable example.

B-LAN application differences
The primary difference between fiber optic B-LAN extender applications
is information carrying capacity and
fiber type required. This will determine
the type or model of fiber optic transmitters and receivers chosen for the
specific application requirements.
Choosing the right technology
Selecting the proper fiber optic transmitters and receivers is determined by
the following factors:
1. The maximum number of data plus
video (if any) carriers anticipated
in the particular direction of transmission;
2. The type of fiber selected (or already
installed), which will be used to
carry the signals in each direction.
Note the condition (1) above differentiates between each direction on the
cable. For example, running asub-split
cable results in a return spectrum of

only 4- to 6-MHz channels. Using a600
MHz transmitter in the return path
may be elegant, but not the most cost
effective solution since a four-channel
transmitter will be sufficient to handle
the entire reverse spectrum. In other
cases, 600 MHz will be absolutely
necessary.
The maximum capacity of any fiber
optic transmission system is optically
power limited by the fiber optic transmitter chosen. Simplistically, the maximum data channels a specific analog
fiber optic transmitter can transmit is
proportional to the number of video
channels that it can carry. As illustrated in Table 1, the ALS transmitters
with the largest capacity are clearly
the FT-1301-TX and FT-1501-TX, which
use alaser in combination with single
mode fiber.
Ideally, the best solution is simply to
choose laser based single mode equipment plus associated receivers and specify single mode fiber for the link. However, if fiber is already in place, it may
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13-LAN

DS1 modems can replace a
video channel with seven DS1
channels in the same
bandwidth and proper BER.
be multimode of either 840 nm or 1300
nm transmission windows. Then, the
optimum fit becomes the transmitter
which will best handle the data requirements within the confines of the fiber
type already in place.
Rules of thumb

A good rule of thumb is that a 6.0
MHz data channel (4.2 MHz plus guard
band) on acoaxial B-LAN corresponds
to a single video channel on the fiber
system in terms of required optical
power from the transmitter. Therefore,
if the fiber optic transmitter's optical
power will allow it to carry four video
channels maximum, it can carry approximately the equivalent number of
data channels that would fit into 24
MHz of bandwidth if the data channels
were packed end to end. For example,
DS1 modems (1.544 Mb/sec.) available
from many manufacturers can replace
a video channel with seven DS1 channels in the same bandwidth and proper

Permatrap
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Northeast Filter Co., Inc.

TABLE 1

Typical analog fiber transmitters
Transmitter
model

FT-1501-TX
FT-1301-TX
FT-1301-TX-11
FT-1300-TX
FT-8301-TX
FT-8100-TX

Source Maximum
type bandwidth
Laser
Laser
Laser
LED
Laser
LED

600 MHz

600
600
100
300
100

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

Fiber type
required

1550 nm single mode
1300 nm single mode
1300 nm multimode
1300 nm multimode
840 nm multimode
840 nm multimode

16

16
6
2
5
2

the forward path since we require
frequencies above 100 MHz and the
fiber is 840 nm. If we are cost conscious,
we can manage with a FT-8100-TX for
the reverse path, since 100 MHz and
two channels are both within our
requirements.
If the existing 840 nm fiber were not
arestriction and the customer desired
additional reserve capacity for future
growth, we would specify the FT-1301-

BER. Therefore, approximately 28 DS 1s
would be supportable with the transmitter cited in this example.
Let's say that there are two 6-MHz
data channels on a sub-split system
going in each direction. Further, 840
nm multimode fiber has been installed
previously, and we are required to use
this existing fiber to avoid the cost and
time of a new fiber installation. From
the table, we need an FT-8301-TX for

111M!

Equivalent video
channel capacity
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Date Coding Stamped Into Metal Sleeve
•
•
•
•

Nonremovable Crimped Sleeve.
Passband Range Low Band, 450 MHz min.
Passband Range All Others, 600 MHz min.
RTV Instead of "0" Ring Sleeve Seal

111,i1

Return Loss Typically 15 dB Min.
2Elements More To Improve Return Loss.

100% Urethane Filled
• Superior Sleeve Seal With Moisture Cure

• Rubber Connector Seal.
• Rubber Male Pin Seal.
• Improved Return Loss At All Frequencies To
Improve Match And Ability To Use Several

Adhesive.
• Completely Shockproof.
• Superior Temperature Stability.

Traps Without Signal Loss.

Introducing 8-POLE Combination Traps
Northeast Filter Co., Inc.

DNF-XX Two 4-POLE negative traps
in one 5inch housing

DDF-XX Two positive "decoding" filters
in one 5inch housing

PNF-XX One positive trap and one
negative trap in a5inch
housing

QUICK DELIVERY
1-2 Weeks
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Northeast Filter Co., Inc.

14 Corporate Circle

East Syracuse, N.Y. 13057
PHONE: 1-800-888-7277
315-437-7377
FAX: 315-437-7879
U.S. PATENT
4,701,726
2

Year Warranty

MADE
IN
U.S.A.

Free Color Laminated Label
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CATV

If your company provides technical products
or services to the cable TV industry, and your
company was not listed in the 1987 CAN
Buyers' Guide, please contact Kathy Berlin at
(303) 860-0111.
All updated listings must be received by
May 1, 1988 to be included.
If your company was listed in the 1987 CAN
Buyers' Guide you automatically will get an update
form from us!

The number of channels that
can be transmitted through the
fiber optic system depends on
their individual bandwidth
requirements.
TX and 1300 nm single mode fiber for
the application in order to provide the
greatest possible reserve capacity for
future growth.
Calculating capacity
In many systems, a number of data
carriers are present within a 6 MHz
channel. Alternatively, a data channel
can also occupy more than 6 MHz of
cable bandwidth. A number of 128 Kb
channels, each requiring 200 kHz, can
fit into asingle 6MHz slot. Conversely,
an Ethernet channel usually requires
more than 6 MHz. For example, a 10
Mbit/sec. broadband Ethernet channel
is usually 12 MHz wide. The fiber optic
system provides a broadband "gateway." There are no fixed, immovable
channel boundaries. As stated previously, the capacity of the fiber optic
system is dependent on both the type
and the number of channels transmitted. The number of channels that can
be transmitted through the fiber optic

system depends on their individual
bandwidth requirements, and the minimum power required to receive a
relatively error free signal (usually
BER is about 10- 0). This level can be
expressed in terms of a ratio called
carrier-to-noise (CNR). Different data
modulators have differing minimum
CNR requirements. In order to receive
data with acceptable error rates, the
CNR of adata carrier must be above a
minimum level, usually between 26
dB and 30 dB.
Th compute the number of data
channels that will fit in asingle video
channel, the following formula can be
used:
[ BiCNR I 0.67

the bandwidth of the FDM data
carrier channel; and CNR2 is
the required CNR for the specified bit error rate of the data
carrier channel.
'lb determine the total capacity of
the fiber optic link, the number N
computed above is multiplied times the
number of video channels from Table
1 for the specific transmitter model
chosen. This example is valid whether
the data channels are greater or less
than 6MHz in required bandwidth.

Computing link data capacity

1

N—
B2 CNR2

where B1 is 6 MHz, the bandwidth of
a video channel; CNR I is 103.
5
(35 dB) for the video channel for
single mode systems; and 103.
0
for multi-mode systems. B2 is

The performance of an analog broadband lightwave transport link is characterized in terms of channel capacity,
the number of data and/or video channels that can be transmitted, and the
link budget and the length of the
repeaterless span that can be achieved.
Continued on page 50

An Ever Expanding Range
01'

OPEN NETWORK CAPABILITY
Our 'Expanding Range' is more than just a headline.
Because today there's only one modem designer in
the U.S. with OPEN NETWORK CAPABILITY—
RADYNE. In fact, we're the only one in the U.S. who
can currently make this claim: RADYNE's DMD1000 QPSK Modulators and Demodulators have
been tested and approved for operation in the Open
Network Mode (conforming to Intelsat's specification IESS 309). Now RADYNE modems are working
together with GTE and Marconi, carrying international traffic between the U.S. and Europe.
There's more. Unsurpassed in performance,
RADYNE's advanced modem design offers you push
button control over power, frequency and mode of
operation. And with a RS422 link and a simple CRT
you get all these features available remotely, giving
you outstanding network control, configuration and
monitoring.
Talk to RADYNE ... then talk to the world.

Rodyne Corp.
"Watch Us Grow!"
170 Wilbur Place • Bohemia, New York 11716
(516) 567-8484 • TWX 4971029
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Be On The lookout For:

•Modems with capabilities
up to 2.048 Mbs (Ti. El)
by early 1987

•70/140 MHz If. Converter
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Broadband LAN market
growing
sapercentage of total LAN market
yearly sales, the material value of
broadband LAN hardware and software—excluding the value of pre-sale,
installation and post-sale services—
will range from a low of 28 percent to
ahigh of 32 percent between the years
of 1988 and 1992, says Arthur D. Little.
The dollar value of these yearly
broadband LAN sales (again reflecting
hardware and software only) will run
from $116 million in 1988 to $546
million by 1992, analyst Markin
Pyykkonen reported at FOC/LAN 87,
a trade show for the fiber optics and
LAN industries held in October 1987.
Arthur D. Little also expects healthy
growth in the industry applications
most likely to require broadband tech-

From 1988 to 1992,
broadband LANs will
account for 28 to 32
percent of total LAN
hardware/software
annual sales, Arthur D.
Little says.
nology: intra-facility backbones; campus backbones; and high speed specialized networks, Pyykkonen reported.
Intra-facility backbone networks will
represent 20 percent of total LAN
market hardware/software shipments,
or $156 million, in 1988. By 1992 those

figures should grow to $393 million and
23 percent of total LAN market hardware/software shipments, the analyst
said.
Campus backbones should represent
$156 million-20 percent—of total LAN
market hardware/software shipments
in 1988. By 1992 those figures should
read $386 million-23 percent—of total LAN market shipments.
High speed specialized networks
should be $77 million (11 percent) of
the market in 1988 and grow to $221
million (13 percent) by 1992, Pyykkonen
said.
The analysis suggests that Ethernet
will continue to hold its ground and
twisted pair networks will grow. Fiber
optic networks will grow dramatically,

U.S. LAN market forecast
Medium
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Topology

Access

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Baseband coax
Broadband coax
Broadband coax
Twisted pair
Twisted pair
Twisted pair
Fiber optics
Fiber optics

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Ring
Star
Bus
Ring
Other

CSMA/CD
CSMA/CD
Token passing
CSMA/CD
'Men passing
TDMA
CSMA/CD
'Men passing

39%
20%
8%
4%
16%
4%
4%
5%

33%
19%
11%
4%
17%
3%
5%
8%

28%
17%
14%
3%
17%
3%
6%
10%
2%

24%
16%
16%
3%
17%
3%
6%
12%
3%

21%
15%
17%
3%
18%
2%
6%
15%
3%

Total Market Size:

($M)

$769

$954

$1,193

$1,444

$1,704

Annual LAN market

hardware/software

o

o

sales by medium, topology, access method.

U.S. LAN market by product class ($M)
Medium
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Topology

Access

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Baseband coax
Broadband coax
Broadband coax
Twisted pair
Twisted pair
Twisted pair
Fiber optics
Fiber optics

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Ring
Star
Bus
Ring
Other

CSMA/CD
CSMA/CD
Token passing
CSMA/CD
Token passing
TDMA
CSMA/CD
Iblzen passing

$300
154
62
31
122
31
31
38

$315
181
105
38
162
29
48
76

$334
203
167
36
203
36
72
119
23

$347
231
231
43
245
43
88
173
43

$358
256
290
51
307
33
102
256
51

Total Market Size:

($M)

$769

$954

$1,193

$1,444

$1,704

O

Annual LAN market hardware/software sales by dollar volume.
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LAN FORECAST

Office applications for fiber
optics will be driven by the
need for backbone networks or
repeater segments.

1988 U.S. LAN market forecast ($M)
General
Office Automation

Infra-Facility
Backbone

Application
Segment

PC Clusters

Office
Factory
Office/Factory
Government
Education
Medical

$ 78
6
5
15
16
4

$169
13
44
13
8
9

$ 56
22
25
19
12
22

Total

$124 (16%)

$256 (33%)

$156 (20%)

Campus
Backbone

High Speed
Specialized

Total

$ 36
7
5
13
11
5

$377 (49%)
$ 68 (9%)
$99 (13%)
$91 (12%)
$78 (10%)
$56 (7%)

$ 77 (11%)

$769 (100%)

38
20
20
31
31
16
$156 (20%)

Broadband technology is best suited to backbone and high-speed applications.
as will networks based on the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP).
From the broadband community's
viewpoint, the important aspects of the
study are:
• Broadband's projected growth over
the five-year period. Fiber optics grows,
but doesn't replace broadband.

• The growth of intra-facility backbone, campus backbone and high-speed
specialized networks. These are the
areas where broadband's high bandwidth and long-distance capabilities
are crucial.
• Office applications for fiber optics
will be driven by the need for backbone

networks or repeater segments: all
areas where broadband is afunctional
substitute.
• As network devices achieve higher
processor speeds there will be ademand
for higher bandwidth networks. This
is the arena where fiber and broadband
are the best media. •

1989 U.S. LAN market forecast ($M)
Application
Segment

PC Clusters

Office
Factory
Office/Factory
Government
Education
Medical

$ 93
8
7
18
17
7

Total

$150 (16%)

Intro-Facility
Backbone

Campus
Backbone

High Speed
Specialized

Total

$189
19
50
15
9
12

$ 65
37
40
26
15
28

$ 47
32
32
34
34
25

$ 39
9
7
17
12
11

$433 (45%)
$105 (11%)
$136 (14%)
$110 (12%)
$ 87 (9%)
$ 83 (9%)

$294 (31%)

$211 (22%)

$204 (21%)

$ 95 (10%)

$954 (100%)

General
Office Automation

Office, factory, and office/factory LANs will grow most between 1988 and 1989.

1990 U.S. LAN market forecast ($M)
Application
Segment

PC Clusters

General
Office Automation

Intra-Facility
Backbone

Campus
Backbone

High Speed
Specialized

Office
Factory
Office/Factory
Government
Education
Medical

$107
14
14
22
19
10

$208
25
57
19
11
15

$ 74
57
60
34
17
35

$ 56
43
52
38
38
36

$ 48
14
13
21
14
22

$493
$153
$196
$134
$ 99
$118

Total

$186 (16%)

$335 (28%)

$277 (23%)

$263 (22%)

$132 (11%)

$1,193 (100%)

Total
(41%)
(13%)
(16%)
(11%)
(8%)
(11%)

Backbone and high-speed LANs are 56 percent of the market in 1990.
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LAN FORECAST

As network devices achieve
higher processor speeds there
will be a demand for higher
bandwidth networks.

1991 U.S. LAN market forecast ($M)
Application
Segment

PC Clusters

General
Office Automation

Intro-Facility
Backbone

Campus
Backbone

High Speed
Specialized

Total

Office
Factory
Office/Factory
Government
Education
Medical

$122
25
22
27
20
12

$223
36
65
24
12
21

$ 89
72
74
40
21
42

$ 71
58
66
44
43
43

$ 63
25
19
24
16
25

$568 (39%)
$216 (15%)
$246 (17%)
$159 (11%)
$112 (8%)
$143 (10%)

Tate

$228 (16%)

$381 (26%)

$338 (23%)

$325 (23%)

$172 (12%)

$1,444 (100%)

Backbone and high-speed LANs are 58 percent of the market in 1991.

1992 U.S. LAN market forecast ($M)
Application
Segment

PC Clusters

General
Office Automation

Intro-Facility
Backbone

Campus
Backbone

High Speed
Specialized

Total

Office
Factory
Office/Factory
Government
Education
Medical

$138
34
32
31
21
15

$239
52
76
28
14
24

$104
86
87
46
24
46

$ 86
72
79
50
48
51

$ 79
37
24
30
18
33

$646 (38%)
$281 (16%)
$298 (17%)
$185 (11%)
$125 (7%)
$169 (11%)

Total

$271 (16%)

$433 (25%)

$393 (23%)

$386 (23%)

$221 (13%)

$1,704 (100%)

Backbone and high-speed LANs are 59 percent of the market in 1992.

Continued from page 47

CNR 60 -15 log k-10 log(1.54)
15 log k ,30

The following formula can be used:
C/N >CNRmax -15 log k-10 log(b)
where CNRmax is the maximum CNR
achievable in fiber link measured in 1
MHz bandwidth; k equals the number
of data channels; and bn is the noise
bandwidth of the data demodulator
(broadband modem) in MHz.
For example, the CNRmax performance of the FT-1301-TX based (single
mode, 1300 nm) transmission link is
60 dB. Assume that the broadband
modem is for transmission at the DS1
(1.544 Mb/sec) rate and uses QPSK
modulation. lb guarantee a BER (bit
error rate) of 10- 10 ,the transmission
link must guarantee aCNR 30 dB in
anoise bandwidth of 1MHz. Substituting these numbers in the above inequality provides an estimate for the
number of DS1 carriers that can be
transmitted:

k ,100.
Transmitting video channels
In CATV transmission systems, video
channels are typically sent across the
cable in VSB-AM format. Amplitude
modulation provides the advantage of
being very frequency efficient, and
therefore requires extremely linear
components. (However, AM is quite
noise sensitive, which is why it is not
used for data carriers.) Since fiber optic
systems offer much longer distance
capabilities at the expense of linearity,
they cannot transmit video in AM
format.
Transmission of video requires that
the channel be converted to an FM
format. For baseband signals, this
means that an FM modulator is required. For VSB-AM signals, they
must be first demodulated to baseband,
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then remodulated to FM. For satellite
based signals which also use FM modulation, no modification may be required. It is important to note that TV
sets require VSB-AM format, or baseband video if TV monitors are used.
Placement of TVs and program origination locations will determine where
modulation and demodulation of signals will be most efficient.
Conclusion
Analog fiber optic trunking systems
are ideal as technical and economic
solutions for B-LAN extender applications. Since they use FDM transmission techniques, analog fiber systems
require no data conversion equipment.
A wide variety of equipment is available for systems requiring 840 nm,
1300 nm, single mode and multimode
technology. Analog fiber systems are
ideal for use as feeds or extenders to
interconnect B-LAN systems. •
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Peak RMS of suppressed sync.

The whole picture, to 1GHz.

Know it all
Now you can measure frequency
response on the same handy portable that brings you automated,
all-in-one system analysis.
Without asweep generator.
Without always having to go to
the headend. And with no subscriber interference whatsoever.
Wavetek's new Model 1882
Sweepless Sweep" System
Analyzer performs afull battery of
signal level and distortion tests in
the field, with pushbutton ease.
And now it sweeps without a
sweep. Fast.

Now you can change sweep
center frequency and span from
the field. Use avertical marker in
"sweepless" mode to identify and
zoom in on aresponse problem.
Then, at the same setting, quickly
switch to the spectrum analyzer
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mode for an even closer look at
what's happening.
Get atotal check-up for your
Cable TV system. Get the new
Sweepless SweepTM System
Analyzer from Wavetek.
For acomplete product brochure, write Wavetek RF Products,
Inc., 5808 Churchman Bypass,
Indianapolis, Indiana, 46203-6109.
Or call 317-788-5965.
Introductory price $9995.
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lanwatch

for space efficiency and economy when
order wire and alarm systems are
combined.
Master and remote units are housed
in standard 19- and 23-inch rackmountable equipment shelves. In addition to remote computer-based operation, an operator's panel at the master
ANCOT Corp., formerly D-Designs
Inc., has announced the availability of station provides audible alarm and
the model DSC-202 SCSI bus analyzer/
displays all alarm data via LED annunciators. All control functions can be
emulator. The DSC-202, a standalone
instrument, was designed for use as a initiated from the master station by
non-intrusive SCSI bus tracer or as a front panel control switches.
Write Raven Electronics Corp., 400
SCSI device emulator. It is programmable as an initiator, or as a target Wolverine Way, Sparks, NV 89431, for
more information.
controlled from an external terminal,
A fiber optic coupler for single-mode
or an IBM PC-type host computer.
system applications is now available
The DSC-202 can be used for softfrom BT&D lbchnologies. The comware development and troubleshootpany's fiber optic coupler line includes
ing, performance testing or control
tree and branch couplers, star couplers,
testing of SCSI devices, controllers and
wideband couplers and wavelength diadaptors.
vision multiplexers. All products are
The analyzer/emulator was initially
available in ruggedized versions to
designed as alaboratory instrument for
use by engineers developing SCSI-bus provide added strength and protection
for operation in demanding telecombased products and integrating such
munications and military applications.
products into systems.
BT&D's couplers are produced using
Several test routines can be stored
a computer controlled manufacturing
in its 1K bytes of EEPROM or downprocess; several automated production
loaded from the host to the 30K bytes
steps ensure coupler performance, acSRAM. The unit is priced from $5,650
curate control of power splitting ratios
to $8,950 when fully configured. Delivand superior excess loss ratios for very
eries are 30 to 60 days ARO. Volume
low insertion loss specifications. All
discounts are available.
couplers feature polarization stability
Raven Electronics Corp. has added
and operate over a wide range of
an RS-232 interface to its 422 Series
polling alarm and control system. It temperatures (-55 degrees C to +125
provides accurate status monitoring degrees C).
BT&D will also produce products
and control of remote facilities in a
with custom wavelength, splitting radigital or analog transmission nettios and packaging based upon specific
work. With the new interface all funccustomer requirements. Samples are
tions of the 422 series system can be
available upon request. Other products
controlled by aPC-type computer.
include laser transmitters (sources),
A 422 Series master station can
receivers (photodetectors) and switches.
accommodate up to 64 remote stations
For additional information contact:
for atotal of 4,096 alarm points, which
BT&D lbchnologies, Delaware Corare programmable in a 16-point alarm
porate Center II, Suite 200, 2 Righer
group, for a system total of 2,016
Parkway, Wilmington, DE 19803.
control points.
A 265-page report entitled The U.S.
When the maximum number of remote stations is used, each station is Market for Intelligent Communications
limited to 64 alarm points. When there Processors was recently released by
are less than the maximum number of Frost and Sullivan of New York.
Products in the report include front
remotes, each station may have a
end processors, one of the earliest
greater than 64 alarm point capacity.
applications of computers to the probThe system can be used as a standlems of T-1 multiplexers, PBX systems
alone or with the Raven 416 Series
(voice, data and voice/data) and digital
order wire system. Remote station
cards plug into the order wire chassis central office switches. These products,

Ancot, BT&D
and others debut
new LAN products
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according to the report, constitute an
estimated 1987 market of $13.5 billion.
Among the individual product segments, the report estimates digital
central office switches to have the
largest 1987 dollar sales: $5.6 billion.
Predicted growth is to $6.3 billion by
1992.
The report also looks at the effect on
future markets for ICPs of regulatory
factors, from deregulation of packet
switching to the use of rights-of-way
in the interstate highway system for
optical cable installation. Major vendors of ICPs are profiled and the effects
of technological developments are analyzed, notably the more powerful micro
processors, which allow vendors to
develop anew tier of markets for ICPs
among companies who could not previously afford this kind of communications environment. The price of the
report is $1,950.
DSC Nestar Systems Inc. made
available the industry's highest data
throughput Ethernet card for users of
Novell Advanced Netware 2.0a.
In an extensive series of network
benchmark tests conducted by the LanQuest Group—designed to exercise and
accurately measure file servers, operating systems and interface cards—
DSC's Ihrbo Ethernet Card enhanced
Novell end-user productivity potential
and performed up to 81 percent faster
than competing products.
The Ilirbo Ethernet Card running
Novell Advanced Netware 2.0a is available in both 8 and 16 bit versions. It
can be installed in any IBM PC/XT/AT
or compatible and is available for
IBM's Personal System/2 Models 25
and 30.
Keith Amundsen was chosen as
chairman of the IEEE 802.3 Fiber
Optic Star Study Group. The newly
formed group will study various star
topology fiber optic proposals that offer
compatibility with IEEE 802.3 network nodes, with the intent of standardization.
Amundsen is the director of interconnect development with Chipcom
Corp. He also spent nine years at DEC
where he was the chief architect of
DEC's ThinWire Ethernet. He has been
a member of ACM, Sigma XI, ANSI
X3T9 and ISO SCI3.
—Greg Packer
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Microdyne's new C/Ku-band receiver delivers more
performance and reliability than any other.
Exceptional video quality
The 1100-CKR satellite video receiver delivers consistent superior video
quality through the use of Microdyne's
patented optimal threshold extension
demodulator.

Maximum flexibility
Front panel control of the tuner in
one megahertz steps assures you of simple fast tuning of any C or Ku-band
transponder and the 950-1450
MHz input frequency makes
it aperfect match for use with
low cost LNCs.

We designed the CKR with a 70
MHz IF so that you can install inexpensive trap filters to minimize terrestrial interference.
A low distortion subcarrier demodulator is utilized to give clear, crisp
audio that perfectly complements the
CKR' sunexcelled video.
The CKR is fully compatible with
all popular scrambling systems such as
VideoCipheï and BMAC7

CALL

Yes. Iwant to know more about
Microdyne's new 1100 CKR C &
Ku-band Receiver.

Reputation for quality
The 1100-CKR is cost competitive
with imported satellite video receivers,
but it's manufactured in the USA to
military quality assurance specifications MIL-I-45208A .

Headend space is a
valuable commodity
So before you give up more space for
less value, call one of our factory authorized distributors and get the
facts on the new 1100-CKR,
inch for inch the best satellite
receiver you can buy.

NOW

Anixter Communications 1-800-323-0436
Toner Cable Equipment, Inc. 1-800-523-5947
TVC Supply 1-800-233-2147

1.1
Microdyne Corporation
P.O. Box 7213

• Ocala, FL 32672 • (904)687-4633
Reader Service Number 35

• TVVX: 810-858-0307

When is a drop-in upgrade
possible?
here it is possible, an upgrade
using drop-in electronics saves
money over a rebuild approach
to increasing channel capacity. A rebuild requiring new actives, passives,
power supplies, cable, connectors, associated hardware, construction costs and
permits might run $18,000 per mile. If
feasible, the same upgrade using a
drop-in electronics approach would require new actives, possibly new passives, new connectors, splicing costs
and possibly no new permits for acost
of about $4,000 per mile. But how do
you know it's feasible?
Scientific-Atlanta Applications Engineering Supervisor Bob Loveless and
Times Fiber Vice President Sales Rex
Porter offer afew guidelines.
In general, the upgrade is feasible if
it "doesn't affect the picture quality
the subscriber currently has and causes

MHz, but almost certainly will not be
predictably flat to 450 MHz, Porter
says. So an SRL test of the actual cables
is mandatory before an upgrade can be
considered. Attenuation properties of
the older cables also can be aproblem.
Earlier generations of coaxial cable did
not have the moisture blocking and
absorbing properties of newer low-loss
dielectrics. And after hanging on poles
long enough, such older cable might
have unacceptably high attenuation.
And since an upgrade requires both
higher levels at the tap and the carriage of higher frequencies, the attenuation characteristics are critical. It
might be more economical to replace
older cable with newer and more stable
cable.
Moisture in an older cable also will
cause impedance changes that produce
echoes or ghosting. Also, with time, the

When noise performance,
cable SRL and tap output
levels already are good.
no noise or distortion performance
degradation," Loveless says. The system has to be in good physical condition, be delivering a good quality
picture already and have satisfactory
current tap output levels. The reason?
The existing cable and amplifier stations will continue to be used. That
means cable, for example, has to be
structurally sound and capable of flat
frequency response across the entire
new passband of interest. And there's
really no way to be sure except to do
an SRL test.
Older-generation cables manufactured in 1972 might be flat to 300

Upgrade requirements
Distortion
Maintaining the same amplifier output levels:
Channel Loading Degradation (dB)
Existing
system

Upgrading to:

(Ch)

260 (30)

300 (36)

330 (40)

400 (54)

450 (62)

550 (78)

220

(21)

3

(30)
(36)
(40)

5
2

7
4
2

11

260
300
330

14
11

400
450

(54)
(62)

19
16
14
12
8
5

(Frog)

8
6
4

9
7
3

Upgrade requirements
Trunk Gains
Trunk gain required utilizing P-1 type cable:
Existing system
22 dB at 216
260
300
330
400
450

260
24
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300

330

400

26.5
24.3

28.3
26.0
23.5

31.6
29.0
26.2
24.6

450
31.0
28.1
26.3
23.6

550

32.4
30.5
27.3
25.5

Broadband:
The leader in upgrade electronics
Upgrading rather than
rebuilding has been the
cost effective way of
extending the life of cable
systems by many years
thus adding profits to the
bottom line.
Broadband originated
the concept of upgrading
almost 9years ago and we
have continued our leadership ever since.

You can feel confident
with the technical superiority and reliability that
we have always been
known for.
We don't look for quick
fixes, we engineer long
term solutions to your upgrading problems.
The result is electronics
better than the original
equipment that you are
upgrading.

We stand behind our
product too. Our upgrades
have aone-year warranty
and we are always there
to discuss any immediate
problems by phone.
For more information
call Broadband Engineering at 800-327-6690 (in
Florida 305-747-5000) or
write us at 1311 Commerce
Ln., Jupiter, Florida 33458.

For quality, performance and service, call Broadband

AUGAT *BROADBAND
Quality and Innovation
Reader Service Number 36

"PG Ità, DF.,

An upgraded system will be
running higher frequencies with
higher losses so higher gain
amplifiers are needed.

outer conductors become brittle because of cyclic stress—repeated bending of the cable during connectorization
and equipment replacement. The more
times it has been bent, the greater the
chance of a fracture, Porter says. And
look at the expansion loops. If they are
less than 5 inches deep they probably
aren't good enough to withstand the
normal cable expansion and contraction with temperature changes. The
problem is the differing thermal flexure properties of steel strand and the
cable itself. The differential causes
cracked sheaths.
Other possible problems with older
cable are pin holes in the sheath caused
by corrosion or loose gaskets on amp
housings that have allowed moisture
ingress. Feed-through connectors can
be a problem. "Use sealed pin-type
connectors to amps, not feed-through,"
Porter says. The problem: Amps are
sealed so pressure builds inside them
during the summer. Suppose the amp

is serviced during the summer. That
puts moist air into the chamber. After
resealing, the pressure builds again,
"The moisture wants to get out and
unless sealed connectors are used, it
will go out the cable."
Several types of upgrades
Several types of upgrade are possible. A drop-in involves replacement of
actives and passives at their current
locations. An electronic drop-in might
require replacement of amplifier modules but leaves the passives in place.
A narrow upgrade is a frequency
expansion from one range to the next:
220 to 270 MHz; 270 to 300 MHz; 300
to 330 MHz; 330 to 400 MHz; or 400 to
450 MHz. A broad upgrade means
jumping up in frequency two or more
steps: 220 MHz to 300 MHz or 300 MHz
to 450 MHz, for example. A trunk
upgrade uses a drop-in approach for
mainstations but requires replacement

or reworking of the feeder system.
An upgraded system will be running
higher frequencies and encountering
higher losses so amplifiers with higher
gains are needed. And while newer
hybrids offer improved distortion performance, they provide no improvement in noise performance. So systems
that are candidates for drop-in upgrades already should be delivering
adequate signal levels to drops. The
reason: the converters need to see
equivalent input levels to maintain the
existing noise performance. As a rule
of thumb, assume that new amplifiers
will produce the same amount of noise
as existing amps if the same input
levels are maintained.
About half the total distribution
system noise is contributed by the
trunk amplifiers. Here are some of the
parameters. Typical system C/N is
about 45 dB and trunk amps probably
represent about 99 percent of total
system noise. Trunk amps will put out

R.T.G.* VERSALIF'TS •Ready for You Right Now!
When you need a lift in a hurry, call

prices are right, too. Truck or van

your Versalift Distributor. He has

mounted, telescopic or "elbow"

fast access to our R.T.G.* pool of

models, with working heights up to

complete, mounted Versalifts. No

55 feet, all ready to go to work —

waiting because of long delivery on

Now!

vehicles, manufacturing delays, or

For the name of your
Versallft Distributor,
call:

freight problems. Best of all, they're

TIME

Versalifts, with job-proven
reliability and industry-wide
acceptance. And, since we're
mounting them in quantity, the

MANUFACTURING COMPAN

*

Ready To Go

Mounted on current
model chassis.
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P.O. Box 20368
Waco, TX 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900

QRF JPP 2
POWER PACK

$125.00

YOU WILL NEVER HAVE TO GO THROUGH HELL AGAIN!

QRF POWER PACKS CAN ENDURE THE
FORCES OF NATURE AND EVEN YOUR
POWER LINE COMPANY.

(Quality RF Services is not a sales agent fo Jerrold Electronics)

(305) 747-4998

(800) 327-9767
*Replacement Components*

(800) 433-0107 (in FL)

*Upgrade Electronics*

*Repair Service*

Send Replacement
Components Catalog

System Name
Address

0 Send information on

City/State

QUALITY R.F. SERVICES, INC.
850 PARK WAY
JUPITER, FL 33477

Please:

ZIP

Telephone (
Your Name

Position

Equipment Used in System

repair service.
O Send information on
Circuit Boards to
increase your
channel capacity.

DMV
Reader Service Number 38

A Super-VHS VCR, for example,
has to see at least 45 dBmV to
record video delivered over a
cable system.

Upgrade requirements
Trunk Gains
Trunk gain required utilizing P-3 type cable:
Existing system

260

300

330

400

22 dB at 216
260

24.3

26.3
23.8

27.8
25.1
23.2

30.6
27.8
25.6
24.3

300
330
400
450

450

550

29.3
27.0
25.7
23.3

30.0
28.4
25.7
24.4

Upgrade requirements
Trunk improvement
The distortion improvement required when:

Inputs equivalent as existing
Outputs higher to accommodate higher gains
Increased channel loading
TRUNK
Distortion Improvements Required
Upgrading to:

Existing
system
(Freq)

(Ch)

220
260

(21)
(30)

300
330
400
450

(36)
(40)
(54)
(62)

Frequency (channel loading)
260 (30)
8

300 (36)

330 (40)

400 (54)

14
6

19
10
5

28>'.
19
13
9

450 (62)
26*
19
14
6

550 (78)

30*
25*
15
10

*Beyond any individual amplifier technology.

about 45.7 dB C/N; bridgers about 60.7
dB C/N; and line extenders about 54.2
dB C/N, S-A's Loveless estimates. Noise
figures for push-pull and parallelhybrid amps are about 9 dB. Feedforward amps come in around 10 dB. That
affects end-of-line performance in important ways. A Super-VHS VCR, for
example, has to see at least 45 dBmV
to record video delivered over a cable
system. If the S-VHS VCR doesn't see
45 dBmV it will show the noise.
The minimum parameters that must
be met therefore are set by the amplifier and converter input levels. Amplifier output levels and distortion per-

Approximate "knee"
of compression
MHz:
Push-Pull
Parallel
Hybrid
Quad Power
Feedforward

550

450

400

+48
+51

+50
+53

+52
+55

+54
+47

+56
+49

+58
+51

formance are the critical variables
since distortion products will increase
as afunction both of additional channel
loading and higher output levels.
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To get the distortion performance
required, it will almost certainly be
necessary to move to quad power or
feedforward hybrids, Loveless says. A
typical -53 dB CTB standard will be
met on a typical 20-amplifier cascade
if trunk, bridger and line extender
stations are each one-third of total
stations and if each type of amp
maintains CTB performance of -63 dB,
producing a combined system CTB of
-53 dB. Visibility of the artifacts occurs
at about -48 dB. To maintain CTB
performance after the upgrade while
keeping amplifier output levels the
Continued on page 82

The Genius of
Magnavox
E=MC': Einstein's deceptively •
simple equation changed the way
we think about the universe.
Closer to home, Magnavox CATV
had developed its own formula for
excellence: Quality + Reliability
+ Service = Magnavox.
Magnavox manufactures only the
highest quality products for use in
your broadband network. We

design them reliably and efficiently
to improve system performance
and save you money. And we
provide awide variety of services
to help you keep pace with the
expanding industry.
Quality + Reliability + Service:
The Magnavox formula just might
change the way you think about
your broadband network.
Reader Service Number 39

For more information talk to your
Magnavox account representative,
or call toll-free: 800/448-5171 in
NY State 800/522-7464, Telex
937329 Fax. 315/682-9006.

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
100 Fairgrounds Dr., Manlius, NY 13104

What to look for in a fiber
optic connector
fiber optic connector is not atrivial
casual inspection, it may
e viewed as a simple means of
getting a signal into and out of electronics or as a convenient way of
re-arranging a system. However, fiber
optic systems, by virtue of their large
bandwidth, usually carry large amounts
of information and are usually carrying that information at all hours. A
connector that fails or performs poorly
could cause the loss of that information, which could be worth millions of
dollars and incur the ire of thousands
of paying customers.
Copper or coaxial connectors' principal operating function is contact—
electrical contact. Provided there is
secure electrical contact, a copper or
coaxial connector will have essentially
zero loss and will otherwise perform
adequately in the system.
A fiber optic connector's principal
operating function is alignment—
alignment of very small fibers. Alignment is a function of materials, mechanics and tolerances. Just a small
misalignment of a fiber can cause
unacceptable loss, which can limit the
size of asystem, how many users it has
and its flexibility of use.
A

t

The decision on which
connector to use goes
deeper than at first
glance.
Connection loss
Loss is probably the dominant factor
to consider when choosing afiber optic
connector. In premises distribution and
LANs, many connectors are used over
a short distance to permit flexibility
in arrangement and rearrangement of
the system users. For cost considerations, such systems usually use LED
transmitters and PIN diode receivers,
which yield relatively low power budgets. These opposing constraints of tight
power budgets and the need for flexibility dictate the use of low loss connectors. Just afew tenths of adB reduction
in connector loss can increase a system's service area by several hundred
meters and/or permit the addition of
several more users. Even in laser
powered, long distance systems, using
better connectors can add kilometers
between repeaters.
A fiber optic connection usually

Connector plug
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However, there are many fiber optic
connectors available today that can
easily and consistently achieve and
maintain good optical alignment, at
low cost. One needs only to be careful
when selecting an optical connector.
In most respects, optical connectors can
be handled in the same way as connectors used with metallic media (e.g.,
coax). Optical connectors must, however, be kept clean.
By J. E. Denny,
AT&T Technologies Inc.

Alignment Coupling

comprises three parts: two plugs and
an alignment sleeve (or coupling). The
plugs are permanently attached to the
ends of cable, and the alignment sleeve
holds and aligns the tips of the two
plugs. See Figure 1.
The principal factors affecting proper
alignment and, therefore, loss are:
• dimensions and tolerances of the
fiber
• mechanics of the connector design
• materials of the connector
• tolerances of the connector manufacture.
It is the core of the fiber that carries
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the light; therefore, the core must be
properly aligned to achieve low loss.
However, it is the fiber cladding (the
outside layer of the fiber) that is held
by the connector plugs. Therefore, to
get low loss, both the fiber and the
connector need to be of high quality.
Even if the connector is perfect, if the
fiber is not round (low ovality) and/or
the core is not concentric to the cladding, the connection could still have
unacceptably high loss. The mechanics
of the design, the materials and the
design tolerances all interact to determine the loss associated with aparticular connector design. The quality of
manufacture will also affect the loss
seen among connectors of the same
design, but from different vendors.
The loss of a fiber optic connection
is usually expressed as a mean (average) loss, u, and a standard deviation
(variation) of that loss, o. These statistics are used in the system loss model.
For most systems, one usually wants
both values to be small, consistent with
cost constraints. Smaller values of u
and ogenerally mean abetter connector and acorrespondingly higher price.
Most systems are designed for a 98
percent confidence level, meaning that
maximum connector loss is assumed to
be u + 2o. In today's systems, an
average loss of 0.5 dB and amaximum
loss of 1.0 dB are considered acceptable,
although there are many connectors
that do better.
Connector loss is quoted for a complete connection: two plugs and a
coupling. It is meaningless to specify
loss for asingle connector.
When comparing connector loss values, one should be careful that the loss
is quoted at the same fiber size and
tolerances. Losses quoted for larger
core fibers are usually better than for
those quoted for smaller core fibers,
and can, consequently, hide poor design
and sloppy manufacture.
Also, one should be aware that the
loss test method can affect the stated
or measured loss. The method in general use today is aconcatenation method,
wherein many jumpers are randomly
connected in series to derive the statistical values of what one can expect such
jumpers to yield in system use.
A fiber optic connector will be exposed to a range of temperatures. It
may be used indoors and out. A poorly

CONNECTORS

A consideration related to
temperature stability but of
secondary importance is the
effect of humidity.

designed and manufactured connector
will exhibit wide fluctuations of its
mean loss with changes in temperature. These changes are caused by
thermally induced expansion and contraction of the parts. Proper choice of
materials and design can minimize
these fluctuations.
Ibmperature induced loss variations
can cause temporary disruption of the
system. In extreme cases, the connector
plugs will back away from each other
(called jacking), introducing a permanently increased loss, until someone is
able to find that connection and remake it. Connectors that do not adequately secure the fiber in the connector plug (e.g., do not use adhesives) can
allow the fiber to move within the plug
as the temperature changes, inducing
loss variations. This fiber movement is
call "pistoning."
One should typically look for a
temperature stability specification of
0.3 dB change over -20 C to +60 C.
Such performance will usually assure
reliable performance and will not adversely limit system size or flexibility.
A consideration related to temperature stability but of secondary importance is the effect of humidity. The
materials used in some low cost fiber
optic connectors can degrade significantly when under mechanical load
(e.g., threaded in too tightly), during
or after being exposed to high humidity
and temperature.
Connectors, by definition, are repeatedly plugged and unplugged. A
poor connector can, therefore, over time
in use, degrade in loss to the point
where the system fails. Even if poor
loss repeatability is accounted for in
the system design, that poor repeatability can limit the size and/or flexibility of the system. The repeatability is
primarily controlled by the mechanics
of the design, materials and the cleanliness of the connection.
Ruggedness is ameasure of how well
a connector can withstand "normal"
handling (and normal handling may
well include abuse). Ruggedness is a
function of mechanics and materials.
The tests of ruggedness usually include
vibration, drop, crush and flexure tests.
The details of these tests are too extensive to cover here. However, one should
look for hard materials, low mass and a
robust design (a connector with along

tip is more apt to be damaged from a
drop than is one with ashort tip).
Pull-out strength is a measure of
how hard one can pull axially on the
cable terminated with a connector
before something breaks (fiber, cable
or connector). This is an important
consideration because fiber is often
exposed to tugs and pulls. If aconnector
cannot hold its cable when tugged, it
is not apractical connector.
A minimum pull-out strength of 35
lbs. is recommended, with an average
of about 50 lbs. One should be careful
to select per the minimum because it
is possible to find connectors with a50
lb. average and only a10 lb. minimum.

Transverse offset
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Mounting ease and reliability
The introduction of fiber optics to
premises environments dictates the
mounting of connectors in the field. It
is impractical to accurately measure,
have made in a timely fashion, and
install cables with connectors already
mounted, in all cases. Instead, cable is
placed from a reel, cut to length and
terminated. The connector mounted in
the field must mount easily, quickly
and reliably and should yield the same
performance as any connector used
when the system was engineered.
Installation crews are generally familiar with the termination of coax and
copper connectors; therefore, the fiber
optic connector termination tools and
procedures should be similar. The tools

should be simple and robust, not requiring trick alignment, maintenance
or testing. Precision tools, such as
cleaving or precision alignment tools,
usually do not hold up in field use.
Installation time should be short,
less than 10 minutes per connector.
One should bear in mind that mounting procedures that do not include high
quality adhesives (e.g., epoxy) or polishing generally sacrifice performance,
usually loss and pull-out strength.
Most field mounting kits in use today
include curing ovens (thermal or UV)
to speed the set-up of adhesives, and a
one- or two-step dry polishing procedure to simplify and speed polishing.
The tools and procedures should
yield ahigh percentage (90 + percent)
of usable connectors. It does little good
to mount a connector quickly if only
half are acceptable or they fail after the
installation crew is gone.
With the introduction of single mode
systems as the preferred medium for
long distance, high speed (high bandwidth) and video communications, all
of the connector considerations already
covered become even more critical. The
fiber cores in single mode systems are
from 1/5 to 1/10 the size of those in
multimode systems—less than a 10
urn core diameter. In comparison, an
ordinary sheet of paper is 100 una thick.
Achieving and maintaining acceptable alignment of single mode fibers
in connectors is a feat. Even a casual
look at the chart in Figure 2 shows
that very small misalignment can
cause very high loss. Just afew microns
off, and the system could fail. An
average bacterium is only a few microns in size.
However, there are connectors available which can achieve and maintain
excellent single mode quality performance at reasonable cost, due to advances in design and manufacturing
techniques. Many single mode connectors available today achieve better
than 0.5 dB average loss. Examples of
such connectors are the AT&T Biconic
Connector and the AT&T ST®
Lightguide Cable Connector.
Reflections
There is an additional consideration
in single mode systems that usually is
less important in multimode systems—
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CONNECTORS

Single mode systems require
low reflections from connectors.

reflections. Reflections are the small
amounts of light that get reflected back
to the transmitter when the light
encounters a discontinuity in refractive indices. Such discontinuties usually occur at fiber-to-air interfaces,

which usually occur at connectors.
Most multimode connections have
an air gap between the connector plug
tips. This air gap is permitted since
such gaps do not have an adverse effect
on system performance. Having such a

cepteop eePpaeregres
PRODUCTS
Pole line hardware
Subscriber drop line hardware

CONSTANT SERVICE
BACK UP

n

Nation wide distribution

SPECIALTY
Suspension, fastening, identifying
and U/L approved grounding
devices

BENEFITS
Cost efficiency with long lasting,
labor saving, security designed,
quality hardware,

n Installation techniques seminar

El
Customer support action line
n Customized marketing programs
n On site quality control programs

Call now for product catalog, distributor list,
training seminar procedures, drop hardware evaluation criteria :
USA National Toll Free Line: 1-800-361-3685

.„ete kite akezee)e,/ tee Jett caue.
SACHS COMMUNICATIONS INC.

30 West Service Road
Champlain, N.Y. 12919-9703
1-800-361-3685
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SACHS CANADA INC.

745 Avoca Ave
Dorval. Q C H9P 1G4
1-514-636-6560

gap reduces the chances that the connector tips could touch and grind
against each other, causing damage
and higher loss. Such gaps also reduce
the need to maintain exceptionally
tight tolerances during the manufacturing process, thereby reducing costs.
However, since single mode systems
usually operate with high powered
laser transmitters and at high data
rates, reflections that get back to the
transmitter can cause instability in the
transmitter. Therefore, single mode
systems require low reflections from
connectors.
Reflections can be reduced either by
eliminating the air gap or by putting
a special finish on the ends of the tips
such that the reflected light is reflected
at an angle that does not couple back
down the core of the fiber.* The first
method runs the risk of end-face damage of the fiber; the second increases
forward loss.
The way to reduce the risk of endface damage for contacting tips is to
improve manufacturing tolerances such
that the tips may never grind against
each other (as opposed to just touching)
and/or keying the connector body such
that the tips cannot rotate relative to
each other.
Connector systems that rely on special finishes require that the user be
familiar with, buy, stock and know
when to use at least two variations of
a connector—one for low loss and one
for low relections.
The measure of reflections is return
loss. In general, one should look for
connectors that have a single mode
return loss of -28 to 32 dB or better
Again, because of the small dimensions one deals with in single mode, the
slight variations one can tolerate in
multimode could cause problems in
single mode. If one is not careful in his
connector selection, he could find that
just the day-to-day plugging and unplugging of his patch panel causes
unacceptable variations in system loss.
Therefore, one should be careful to
select aconnector that gives acceptable
repeatability in single mode use. •
*/t is possible to reduce reflections by
using index matching fluids. However,
such fluids can be messy and are easily
contaminated when used with connectors.

ake nOniistake--IPPV is big business. Even systems 'using:
phone ordering schemes have pulled in pay-per-view
venues of over Si million in asingle month. Now the
equipment needed to fully tap this potential gold mine is at last
available: Oak's Automatic Self Authorized Purchasing system—
SIGMA ASAP

DON'T ACT
ON IMPULSE
'til

you've seen
SIGMA ASAP
It's cable's
IPPV system—
and awhole

CDL

INSTANT PURCHASING. Buy programs
right up to the time they start, or even in
progress.
ADVANCE ORDERING. Buy in advance
from amenti of upcoming events, or use
the SIGMA decoder's built-in programmable
timer.
IMPULSE MADE EASY. As simple as pressing two buttons. No phone calls, no mailins, no hassles.

hottest new

lot more.

With SIGMA ASAP, all the elements are
finally present to make IPPV acontinuous
contributor to your revenue stream:

SUBSCRIBER SECURITY. At the subscriber's
option. ASAPS user-selectable electronic PIN
lets subs prevent unauthorized purchases.
And SIGMA encryption keeps credit and
billing information accurate and private.
COMPLETE HOME MERCHANDISING. With
ASAP, Subscribers can "impulse buy" from
home shopping services or automatically
"sign up- for additional premium channels.
You can even offer merchandise for sale
yourself and let your subscribers order it
auffimalically

SUPERIOR STORE-AND-FORWARD
TECHNOLOGY. Advance only as much credit
as )
,
ou want, individually, or use SIGMAS
exclusive group addressing feature to match
credit limits to system demographics.
GOT ASERVICE BOTTLENECK? Let your
subs use ASAP to report trouble or request
operator callbacks for service or billing
questions.
FORGET ABOUT OBSOLESCENCE.
SIGMA was designed to expand to meet
new opportunities as they arise. Planning
for two way cable? ASAP can report over
phone lines or upstream over two-way
cable systems.
The cost of all this capability? Get ready for
asurprise. Because ASAP builds on the
flexibility and software-driven power of the
Sigma baseband addressable system, no
other supplier can deliver so much for so
little. Check the math and you'll see why
SIGMA ASAP is the best equipment value
on the market.

ga@GW sap

^I

Communications Inc.

16516 Via Espillo, Rancho Bernardo, CA 92127 (619) 451-1500
Get aclose look at SIGMA ASAP at the Western Show. Stop by and see us at Booth 200.

The Obvious
Choice
Reader Service Number 41

'Integration' is byword
for PPV hardware vendors
ecause 1987 was the year pay-perview gained respect as a genuine
revenue generator, a dramatic increase of PPV system rollouts will
occur in 1988, according to the manufacturers of hardware that orders and
delivers the service.
PPV has become big business. As an
Oak Communications' ad states, even
systems that use telephone ordering
systems have generated revenue of $1
million amonth. Consequently, manufacturers like Oak, Jerrold and ScientificAtlanta have integrated store-andforward hardware directly into their
addressable converters.
The most bullish hardware vendor
is, not surprisingly, also aprogrammer.
The Jerrold Division of General Instrument recently integrated its store-andforward sidecar units into its brand
new Starcom 7000 converter, which
was introduced last December at the
Western Cable Show in Anaheim.
Integrating the impulse buying capability directly into its converter shows
that the box's utility has become most
important, according to Hal Krisbergh,
vice president and general manager of
Jerrold's subscriber systems division.
"Our industry has been too caught
up in simply getting the box smaller

B

1988 looks bullish for
pay-per-view.
and smaller," he said. "That's got to
be done, but if that's all you're doing,
you're not going to go anywhere. The
focus isn't so much to get off the TV,
but to predominate on the TV—not so
much in space, but in utilization. We're
focused on making that box do more
and more things."
Some of those other "things" Krisbergh mentions include providing CDquality audio over cable, home shopping via impulse, advanced definition
television and information provision
(like stock quotes, etc.).
Buoyed by the success of its buy rates
for Cable Video Store, Jerrold most
recently completed a test where cable
subscribers could order aregional pay
sports channel via impulse. The results
showed that nine times as many customers subscribed to the service by
using the impulse technology than
when it was offered by traditional
phone-in subscriptions, according to
Jerrold.
Krisbergh is so enamored of the
potential that impulse holds that he

predicts within 12 to 18 months, virtually all new product orders will have
the capability built-in. "In 1988, the
industry must begin to expand its
perception of itself," said Krisbergh.
"Impulse is happening—the question
is, 'what do we do with it?' "
The other vendors, to varying degrees, share Krisbergh's enthusiasm.

Hal Krisbergh

BUYING CATV
EQUIPMENT?

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS
CALL CABLE LINK!

*CONVERTERS
*CONVERTER PARTS •HEADEND
*TRUNK AMP
•TRAPS
*TEST EQUIPMENT
*LINE EXTENDERS *PASSIVES
CALL

614-221-3131
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PPV

Pioneer Communications will
most likely introduce a new
converter with integrated
impulse capability.

PPV
APPLICATION

COMPANY

CONTACT

PHONE NO.

PRODUCT

Business
Systems Inc.

Jack Sunderman

(800) 424-0101

Telephone Entry
System

Audio Response Unit

CableData

Nancy Frank

(916) 636-5800

Phone Entry
Processor

Audio Response Unit

AM Cable

Tom Saldi

(215) 536-1354

Tier Guard

Store-and-forward

Interface
Technology

Dave Young

(314) 426-6880

TOES 350

Audio Response Unit

Jerrold

Hal Krisbergh

(800) 523-6628

Impulse 7000

Store-and-forward
converter

Kanematsu-Gosho

Neil DeCostanza

(201) 271-7544

Sprucer converter

Real-time

(404) 457-3700

4000 DVD

Audio Response Unit

Melita Electronics
Oak
Communications

Carl Brown

(619) 451-1500

Sigma ASAP

Store-and-forward
converter

Pioneer
Communications

Mike Hayashi

(800) 421-6450

Pulse

Store-and-forward
sidecar
Continued on page 67

Oak Communications debuted its Sigma
ASAP converter recently. It features
impulse store-and-forward capability
that allows advance ordering of events
and instant purchasing from home
shopping or pay-TV channels.
Scientific-Atlanta, which engineered
its "Masterworks" converters to accept
an impulse chip but held off delivering
the chip until the past month, also
expects the impulse universe to grow.
In fact, S-A will make the chip available in its RF boxes beginning in the
late fall of 1988, said Andy Meyer,
market specialist.
"We're very bullish about pay-perview," said Meyer. But clearly, S-A
isn't as optimistic as Krisbergh. Meyer
said he expects the impulse world to
grow, but doesn't expect it to be a
majority of the universe for another
two or three years. "It's an evolutionary step; people have to get involved
in pay-per-view first, then go into
impulse pay-per-view," said Meyer.
Pioneer Communications will most
likely introduce a new converter with
integrated impulse capability in time
for this year's National Cable Show in
May, said Mike Hayashi, marketing
manager. The new impulse-capable
converter will replace the Pulse, an
add-on sidecar unit that has been sold

Compatibility
...is the Pioneer BA-5000
multi-vendor compatible addressable converter—the only converter compatible with your
existing Jerrold, Oak, or Hamlin
scrambling systems. Never again
will you be locked into one source
of converter supply.

QD PIONEER®
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.

600 East Crescent Ave. •Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 •(201 )327-6400
Outside New Jersey (800)421-6450
© 1988
Reader Service Number 43
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The Panasonic PC-200 Addressable Converter.
Offer more than just
the basics...
The Panasonic PC-200
Addressable Converter lets
you provide more than just
Panasonic
basic cable services to your
subscribers. It gives you the
tools necessary to deliver a
new and profitable service to
your consumers — pay-per-view television. Naturally,
the more services you offer — the more subscribers
you'll maintain. Not to mention the additional revenue
you'll be generating for your own business.
The PC-200 Converter offers you the convenience of
instantaneous control of every channel in your system.
Plus, an independent Panasonic scrambling system
which helps increase system security. What's more, the
PC-200 is compatible with gated 6and 10 dB sync
suppression scrambling which means you can hook it
up to your present Jerrold system. And, it allows

purchase of converters from
more than one source.
In addition, you also get a-host
of downloadable parameters.
Like channel map, barker
IIII III •
channel number, IR
enable/disable, and force
tune of the converter just to
,-.
011reaW
mention afew.
Put the Panasonic PC-200 Addressable Converter to
work in your system — we're ready to help you deliver
entertainment that's aphone call away. And, address
your bottom line, of course.
For more information call:
East Coast: (201) 392-4109 West Coast: (415) 672-2592

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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PPV

Look for a new offering from
Panasonic at either the National
Show or the Western Show.

Continued from page 65

PPV

COMPANY

CONTACT

PHONE NO.

PRODUCT

APPLICATION

Scientific-Atlanta

Steve Necessary

(404) 441-4000

Model 8580

Store-and-forward
converter

Tocom

Richard Brown

(214) 438-7691

ITM-100

Dialer attachment

Zapper

Automatic dialer

TV Answer Inc.

Steve Symonds

(703) 356-7800

TV Answer System

Over-air broadcast

Zenith

Vito Brugliera

(312) 391-8181

Z-View

Real-time

Phonevision

ANI

PM Pulse

Store-and-forward

Telstar

to only three or four systems, yet still
be the same size as the present converter, Hayashi said. The decision to
take on the added expense of integrating the technology within the converter
shows that vendors are convinced of
IPPV's viability, Hayashi added.
Although he preferred not to commit
to any definite new product rollout, Jim
Slade of Panasonic Industrial Co., which
only recently entered the converter
marketplace, acknowledged that the
company is "absolutely" looking at
offering a store-and-forward converter
sometime in 1988. Having an impulsecapable box is "an important area" for
Panasonic, said Slade. Unless something unforeseen happens, look for a
new offering from Panasonic at either
the National Show or the Western
Show.
A totally new form of IPPV delivery
remains in the testing mode, but look
for something to happen soon. TV
Answer has petitioned the FCC to
allocate one-half of a megahertz somewhere between 216 and 222 MHz to use
for offering viewer response service.
The FCC has responded with a notice
requesting statements from interested
parties. The statements were due Jan.
27.
TV Answer uses standard broadcast,
cable or microwave signals to deliver
"questions" to viewers, who respond
by pressing a button on a remote
control unit. The responses are returned via a microburst of radio frequency from a transmitter located in
the home. More than a million responses per minute can be accommodated, according to Steven Symonds,

executive vice president and CEO of
TV Answer.
lbsting of the system is taking place
in and around the Washington, D.C.
area, Symonds said. Product roll out
will ultimately depend on what action
the FCC takes and the results of the
test.

So, it seems the operative word for
1988 will be integration as vendors roll
out new products that can do more
things and operators begin to count
IPPV revenues as genuine portions of
their revenue streams.
—Roger Brown

Compatibility
...is over one million multivendor compatible addressable
converters in systems throughout the United States. This illustrates Pioneer's field-proven
experiences, giving you the confidence that it works.

PIONEER®
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.

600 East Crescent Ave. •Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458* (201 )327-6400
Outside New Jersey (800 )421-6450
(c) 1988
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product profile

FM fiber optic systems
On the technical side of the cable
industry, two exciting things are occurring at the same time. You can't go to
acable show or talk to industry leaders
without the subject of high definition
television and/or fiber optics coming
up somewhere in conversation.
In many ways, the two developments
are interrelated. Both focus on delivering a better picture to the viewer.
HDTV takes up a lot of bandwidth;
fiber provides more bandwidth. But
mostly, there seems to be a lot of
confusion, claims and counterclaims
surrounding both technologies.
When it comes to fiber optics, many
of the arguments center around modulation schemes: should a fiber system
be FM or AM? FM systems are proven
technology and have been installed in
a number of CATV systems as supertrunks—getting the signals from one
headend or hub to another without
repeaters (amplification). But the application has never gone farther than
that because at some point the signal
must be converted to AM to accommodate all the AM converters and television sets in subscribers' homes.
Conversely, AM fiber systems are
much more susceptible to noise and
non-linearities of the lasers, which has
so far kept AM systems on the drawing
boards and out of the field. Although
there are improvements being made
almost daily by manufacturers of AM
equipment, this profile will be limited
to true working systems available
today for CATV use. Therefore, the
reader should be aware that each
system discussed here—from Synchronous Communications, American Lightwave Systems, Catel Telecommunications and Pirelli Communication Systems—is an analog FM system.
"FM is the only means of transmission which has been field-proven to
provide reliable, high quality transmission of multiple video channels over
a single fiber," says John Holobinko,
vice president of marketing and sales
at ALS. Holobinko says his company
continues to work on making a viable
AM system, but it remains elusive.
"We don't believe we have an AM

system that is bullet-proof," he says.
Dr. James Hood, president of Catel,
agrees, but holds hope for the future.
AM is "improving rapidly," he says.
"What I've seen in terms of better
(signal-to-noise) numbers over the last
six months says to me that AM is
definitely something to look at. Fiber
to the home, however, would have to
be based on both (AM and FM) techniques."
The improved picture quality gained
from an FM scheme is the whole crux
of the matter, says Vince Borelli,
president and CEO of Synchronous.
With the new Super-VHS cassette
recorders able to deliver 440 lines of
resolution with a signal-to-noise ratio
of 45 dB, VCRs are now able to deliver
better pictures than most cable systems
(which typically deliver between 240
and 330 lines of resolution at 38 to 42
dB S/N). Therefore, "we need some
kind of ahybrid (AM and FM) system"
to deliver aquality signal to the home,
says Borelli.
The other issue related to installing
fiber systems is cost. Because hardware
costs are high, most of the research and
development efforts going on today
center around multiplexing a higher
number of channels on a single transmitter laser. For a while, the best
anyone could do was put 16 channels
over one single mode fiber. Now, however, it's adifferent story.
American Lightwave says it will
deliver 16 or 18 channels over asingle
fiber, guaranteeing a S/N ratio of 60
dB, says Holobinko. However, he also
says 32 or 40 channels could be delivered with specifications meeting RS250B medium-haul quality. "We could
conceivably deliver 32 or 40 channels
over asingle fiber. But if you're looking
at delivering HDTV in the future or
linking a number of systems together,
60 dB is really a good minimum
requirement. We will deliver 16 or 18
channels per fiber with that figure
guaranteed," Holobinko says. He added
that the "leap-frogging" claims of
more channel capacity by all the companies will probably always exist, but
people should be more concerned with
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the signal quality because that is
rapidly becoming the issue of most
importance.
Borelli says 20 channels is probably
the maximum for long distance delivery for wide-band FM signals. At Catel,
16 channels is what the brand new
system for Cleveland will deliver, but
the company's just-announced TransHub product, which converts FM signals to AM, boasts 40 channels, says
Hood. And Pirelli says it can deliver
24 channels over asingle fiber.
Regardless of their ultimate capacities, all the system manufacturers
recommend loading no more than 10
to 15 channels per fiber and using a
four-, six- or eight-fiber cable bundle.
This way, if a problem should occur,
only aportion of the channel lineup is
affected, not the entire system. And
leaving some room during construction
will allow operators to add future
channels without changing out the
cable.
"We recommend that people build
for 20 channels per fiber, but put 16
on," said Borelli.
All of these systems operate at or
around an optical wavelength of 1300
nm. At that number, single mode fiber
optic cable has lower attenuation than
at most other frequencies. Because of
that fact, most of the lasers built today
are made to operate at that frequency.
The other operating "window" is at
1550 nanometers, where the cable
attenuation is about half of what it is
at 1300 nm. But dispersion is greater
and today, less hardware is built for
use at this frequency, so the product
that is available is more expensive.
Pirelli uses both frequencies to
simultaneously deliver 12 channels of
video over a fiber, giving the user a
total of 24 channels. Each group of
channels is wavelength division multiplexed at the different frequencies over
asingle mode fiber and then received,
demultiplexed and distributed. Because
most installed single mode fiber was
designed to operate at 1300 nm (which
precluded the use of 1550 nm signals
because of high dispersion losses) a
distributed feedback laser must be
used. The DFB laser operates over
standard non-dispersion shifted fiber,
acting as if the fiber is also optimized
for 1550 nm—without affecting the

PRODUCT PROFILE

Low noise amplification is
provided by a GaAs FET
transimpedence amplifier
stage, followed by a chain of
RF gain stages.
1300 nm performance.
Although these manufacturers may
also produce LED-based systems or
systems designed for use in multi-mode
fiber environments, following are brief
descriptions of single mode products,
designed to operate at 1300 nm, offered
by each manufacturer:

The FM6600 series of frequency
division multiplexing products is designed to allow transmission of up to
16 wideband signals over asingle fiber.
Each module accepts a 70 MHz IF
carrier from an FM-2200-VM series
modulator and frequency translates it
to a spectrum slot. Each module is
cabled to an eight-way power combiner
with an additional two-way required
for more than eight channels. The
combined output can then be used as a
drive signal for a lightwave transmitter. At the far end, the output from the
receiver is distributed to the companion demultiplexing modules where each
channel is converted back to the original 70 MHz IF frequency for processing
by the FM demodulators.

ALS's fully loaded mainframe.

Catel Telecommunications

American lighhvave Systems

In a typical application, four Series
3000 modules are required for each
input or output channel. Therefore, a

The FT-1301-TX is a 600 MHz
lightwave transmitter designed as a
plug-in module for ALS's 1300MF mainframe, which provides the power supply and status monitoring connections.
The laser driver portion of the transmitter board contains the broadband
RF signal conditioning and pilot carrier multiplexing circuitry in addition
to the InGaAs laser diode module. The
index-guided injection laser diode is
enclosed in a 14-pin hermetic dual-in
line package with monitoring photodiode, thermistor and thermoelectric
cooler. Average output power is 0dBm
or -3 dBm.
The FT-1302-RC and FT-1302-PRC
are linear, wideband lightwave receivers which convert an intensity modulated optical input to an electrical
signal. The FT-1302-RC receiver uses
a Germanium APD (avalanche photodiode) for increased sensitivity for
longer links. The FT-1302-PRC receiver's InGaAs PIN diode provides
enough sensitivity for shorter fiber
spans.
Low noise amplification is provided
by aGaAs FET transimpedence amplifier stage, followed by a chain of RF
gain stages. AGC is applied to provide
constant output. The Ft-1302-RC receiver contains additional circuitry to
provide temperature-compensated operating bias, which provides optimum
avalanche detection gain.

single 3000 chassis supports two input
channels, two output channels or one
modem.
The OT-1010 optical transmitter's
long wavelength laser module incorporates the laser chip, back facet photodetector, thermoelectric cooler, temperature sensor and fiber pigtail in a
hermetically sealed package. The combined FM signals modulate the laser,
which is biased. An opto-electronic
feedback loop at the rear mirror facet
of the laser controls the magnitude of
the optical signal. The output signal
from the front mirror closely tracks
that of the rear mirror. The light signal
is coupled from the front mirror to a
fiber pigtail and launched to the outside plant fiber via an optical connector. Finally, an alarm monitor circuit
activates alarm indicators in the event
of failure of any part of the control
circuitry.
The OR-1010 receiver converts the
optical signal to an electrical signal

Compatibility
...is Pioneer Communications—
acompany dedicated to the cable
industry for the past twelve years.
With Pioneer, you will experience
the utmost in compatibility—the
mutual success essential in establishing astrong and lasting relationship.

PIONEER®
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.

600 East Crescent Ave. •Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 •(201 )327-6400
Outside New Jersey (800 )421-6450
©1988
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PRODUCT PROFILE

The R1301 receiver board
employs a PIN photodiode, RF
AGC and alarm circuitry.

with aGe APD. The signal is initially
amplified by a low noise pre-amp and
is further amplified and then controlled
with an AGC stage.
The wideband 3000 FM modulator
is phaselocked on 70 MHz to insure
precise channel centering. lest points
are provided for incoming processed
video and an AFC alarm and LED
deviation indicator are provided. The
demodulator provides adjacent channel
selectivity through phase corrected IF
filters. AGC is provided and front panel
diagnostics include a low input level
indicator.
System specifications are as follows:
differential gain, <0.4 dB; differential
phase, <2 degrees; signal-to-noise (CCIR
weighted, 13 to 16 channels per fiber),
>56 dB.

RP1301 and RP1501 receives optical
signals, converts them to an electrical
form, amplifies them and retransmits
in an optical form. While in an electrical form, signals can be dropped for
local use and additional signals in-

serted for transmission.
The 800 series modulators are used
to convert baseband input signals to
an FM output signal. The units are
frequency agile from 40 MHz to 540
MHz in 1 MHz steps. Four carrier
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Pirelli Communication Systems
The Pirelli 1300 nm system offers
580 MHz of bandwidth capacity. The
T1301 transmitter board contains a
1300 nm optical source, automatic
laser current circuitry to stabilize output and compensate for laser aging and
temperature control circuitry. A pilot
tone of 10.7 MHz for AGC and alarm
purposes is also generated.
The light source is an injection-type
semiconductor. An active temperature
stabilization circuit with thermoelectric cooling element maintains a constant laser temperature. Premature
laser failure caused by power supply
transients or control circuit failure is
prevented by special circuitry.
The R1301 receiver board employs a
PIN photodiode, RF AGC and alarm
circuitry. The PIN photodiode employs
reverse bias to provide wider bandwidth due to lower diode junction
capacitance, less noise due to reduced
random recombination of electron-hole
pairs, and greater linearity due to
operation in a region where transfer
characteristics are best.
The capacity of an existing fiber
network can be doubled by overlaying
the Pirelli 1501 system on a standard
1300 nm system. The T1501 transmit•
•
ter employs a DFB laser to solve
dispersion problems and is used with
the R1501 receiver.
Transceivers (repeaters) are available for both wavelengths also. The
Sync lironous' 1300 nm system.
70 Communications Engineering and Design February 1988
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The SMOR-1300 receiver uses
a Ge APD to convert light
energy back to RF carriers.

RF carriers. The carriers are then
amplified through a transimpedence
amp and low noise monolithic RF amps
for combining to the wideband FM
demods. Front panel diagnostics indude APD bias and optical input
power. LEDs indicate proper optical
Synchronous Communications
input and presence of RF carriers.
(Note: both of the above products
The SMLT-1300 optical transmitwill also operate at the 1550 nm
ter's hermetically sealed laser diode
wavelength.)
module is comprised of the laser chip,
The FMVT-4001-40 modulator and
photodetector for power monitoring,
FMVR-4001-40 demod are used to
thermal electric Peltier cooler, therspace channels every 40 MHz, ensuring
mistor for temperature monitoring and
that all second order products fall
single mode fiber pigtail. After receiving the RF carriers the diode generates between the carriers. The frequency of
the modulated carrier is 820 MHz,
an intensity modulated 1300 nm lightwave which is then coupled through a allowing a single down conversion to
the required RF channel.
high return loss connector to the outSystem specs include: differential
side plant. Front panel test points
allow measurement of necessary laser gain, 2 percent; differential phase, 1
degree; and S/N (10 kHz to 5 MHz),
parameters via digital voltmeter. Modugreater than or equal to 60 dB.
lation bandwidth is 5MHz to 700 MHz.
The SMOR-1300 receiver uses a Ge
—Roger Brown
APD to convert light energy back to

deviations are available.
System specs are quoted as follows:
differential gain, 5percent; differential
phase, 1.3 degrees; and S/N (weighted
10 kHz to 5MHz), ,
60 dB.

For more information on the companies mentioned in the story, contact the
following companies:
American Lightwave Systems: John
Holobinko, vice president of marketing
and sales, 358 Hall Avenue, P.O. Box
1549. Wallingford, Conn. 06492-1149
(203) 265-8880.
Catelnlecommunications: Dr. James
Hood, president, 4050 'Ibchnology Place,
Fremont, Calif. 94537-5122 (800) 2254046.
Pirelli Communication Systems:
David Friel, marketing services manager, 2 Tower Drive, P.O. Box 5031,
Wallingford, Conn. 06492 (203) 2841680.
Synchronous Communications:
Vince Borelli, president, 1885 Lundy
Ave., Suite 102, San Jose, Calif. 95131
(408) 943-0222.

CATV services marketplace

Wh 'tee

The CATV industry leader
Over 30 major CATV fiber systems

_qan cli

Jumper Cables
AMERICAN
an

LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

e.../ Company
358 Hall Avenue PO. Box 1549
Ca// John Holobinko

Wallingtorct CT 06492-1149
Tel .203-265-8635

Custom connectors and cables for all aspects of CATV.
LAC
All types of cable from
OEM

Belden

PPC
Gilbert

Times
Comm Scope

Quick delivery on all colors and all lengths.
Write or call (602) 726-4908
P.O. Box 4907-3780 So. 4th Ave., #2D, Yuma, AZ 85364
Reader Service Number 55

Reader Service Number 47

NaCom

Beta Tech Engineering

LAN Division

Equipment Repairs
4128 N. 27th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85017
(602) 266-9389

Don Walden
Manager
Reader Service Number 54

MDS
CATV
MATV
METERS
READEND
CONVERTERS
TEST EQUIPMENT

CABLING INSTALLATION SERVICES
• industrial

• broadband

• commercial

• ethernet

LARRY BROWN

• nationwide

1-800-848-3998

1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd. •Columbus, Ohio 43229
614.895-1313 • 1-800-848-3998
Reader Service Number 56
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HELP WANTED

EQUIP. FOR SALE/RENT

Bakedcott
&co.

1259 Route 46

EXECUTIVE SEARCH
Parsepany, NJ 07054
201 263 1155

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TV,'F3ROADCAST

TELECOMMUNICAllONS

DIVISION

DIVISION

WE PLACE ENGINEERS,
SALES, MGMT. & FINANCIAL
PEOPLE

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT

fall levels for the CATV Industry)
Nationwide Service — All Locations
America's Leading Source for aDecade
For information phone or write Mark Kornish

kEy

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS Of
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST

419

CaII or *wee o, CONFIDENCE

SYSTEMS

Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.
Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

(818) 709-3724

Northampton Street

Kingston, PA 18704

FEE PAID

Employer
Paid Fees

WE DON'T TALK CABLE. WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY NOUER

(717) 263-1041
REVERSE SPIRAL
FOR CATV DROP WIRE

Warren
Morris, Ltd.

Weritay Ricins Spiral Grips Are
Roust Rust and Corrosion

Guaranteed to

MANAGER
ENGINEER/SERVICE

SINCE 1983

Executive Search &
Recruitment
for the
Cable and Cellular
Industries

•

Unusual opportunity to take charge of a
national multi-million dollar expansion plan
in hotel pay-per-view. (Satellite received/twoway addressable.)
Headquartered in Austin, Texas. Technically expert, entrepreneur, manager, business oriented and highly qualified.
Resume, references and
requirements, please.

compensation

Hospitality Network
Attn: Chris Tyson
5000 Plaza on the Lake
Suite #300
Austin, Texas 78746

Marcia K. Larson
(619) 481-3388
2190 Carmel Valley Road
Del Mar, CA 92014

Other Models Avail.
Line Equipment and
Addressable Service.
(215) 630-0320

MAILING LISTS
AVAILABLE

ARENA
SYSTEMS
INC.

COMPANY

Oakdale, CA 95361

(209) 847-6660

DIRECT
MAIL

We have the means
to get it to the right
person.

CONVERTER EXCHANGE
Completely Rebuilt
Looks Like New
Works Like New
90 Day Warranty

P.O. Box 1450

You have the
message.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT
DRX
JSX
JRX
CRX

.
WESTAY

For more information on Cablefile
Mailing Lists, contact Paula Bley at
(303) 860-0111.

For more information, call
Judy Medley at (303) 860-0111.

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
CHARACTER GENERATOR REPAIR
METRODATA-BEI
110/120 CG800/R
CAB. Digital Service
(516) 286-5822
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Large selection geared for CATV
STANDARD TRUCK &
EQUIPMENT CO.
1155 Hill St. S.E.
Atlanta, GA 30315
Phone: 1-800-241-9357

AP-1
BUCKET TRUCKS

Bucket Trucks—Used
Telsta, Versa-Lift, Digger Derricks-10 in
Stock. 30 other Utility Construction Trucks.
"We Buy and Sell"
Opdyke, Inc.
(Philadelphia Area)
3123 Bethlehem Pike
(215) 721-4444
Hatfield, Pa. 19440

NEW!

CHANNELCUE

a

LEE ENTERPRISE

623 en STREET •P 0 BOX 593 •DESHLER

CED PRODUCT
SHOWCASE
• 1/
9 page ad

NEBRASKA 68340

(.02)365-7520

MLE
Distributors for: C-Cor, Falcone, Ad/Insertion.
Brokers of converters, headend, and line gear.

(213)

CID

Line equipment
and meter repair

Main Line Equipment Co.
1650 W. 180th St.
Gardena, CA 90248
715-6518
(800) 444-2288

• Black and white glossy photo of
your product

.Addressing .As Built *Auditing •Data Base
•C.W.O.'s •Installs .Design/Drafting
•Quality Control *Strand Mapping •Pole
Make Ready •Pole Application; Attachment
Lic *Special Permit Acquisition; RR. City.
County, State, Government •

• 10 lines of typed copy
• Headline of 32 characters maximum
• Ad size 21/
4"x3"

CABLE INSTALLERS &
DESIGNERS INC

1x $350
6x $300

P.O. Box 42583
Houston, Texas 77042

3x $325
9x $275
12x $250

(713) 785-9044

For more information, call
Judy Medley at (303) 860-0111.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ACT

S Asset Appraisals
III Fair Market Valuations
• Bank Presentations

CABLE TVJ
imam
mum
IIMMI

• Feasibility Studies

-- 11\

ma—r=rlik
riuswamimmmIML

CHARLES E. WALTERS
(703) 661-8387

CABLE
APPRAISERS,
INC.

P.O. Box 17727 • Dulles International Airport la Washington, D.C. 20041

SIGNAL LEVEL METER REPAIR
Prompt, Professional Service
at Reasonable Prices

JGL
ELECTRONICS, INC.
4425 BLACKSTONE DRIVE
INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA 46237
317/7133-6130

CONTRACT INSTALLERS ,INC.

INSTALLERS

UHF Radio Equipped Trucks •Uniformed Installers
HOUSE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial -Underground -Pre-wire
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS
Post wire -Pre-wire -Commercial Building
Tap Audits
Install or Remove Traps and/or Converters
Drop change over for System Rebuilds
LENNY FISCHER

P.O. Box 1564

(414) 582-7087

Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564

CableDex Cards

Sadelco
Level metei
tures tha
other brands
upe
±0.5 dB accur
tion, voltage and
are standard. Audio
corder jacks, NiCad s.
output jacks, and readouts

CC-1
Subscriber
Terminal
Entry Enclosures

with the
Motorized Coaxial Cable
Stripper.
a3-level strip in asingle
action for
ector configuration.
Strips cables
to .430" diameter.
Twenty years pro
by leading networks and indepen
ations. Call us
for complete descript
ture.

•Redu
d Costs
•Dress •Drops
•Improve t
ptual Value of Your
Service
•Increase Custo e
s.onse Time
•Protects and Shie
Weather Away
from Your Passives
•Reduces 3rd Party Tampering
Multilink
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CED Product Showcase order
To get your product
a 1/9 page ad:
1) Send ablack and white glossy photo of
your product.
2) Send 10 lines of typed copy-43
characters on aline. Count spaces and
punctuation.
3) Write aheadline of 32 characters or less.

Rates
1x

$350

3x

$325

6x

$300

9x
12x

$275
$250

I. UM IM IRS III El IN IIOII III M

name
title
company
address
city
state

zip

phone

send this form and your material
to:

o

cp

Judy Medley
CED Product Showcase
600 Grant St. Suite 600
Denver, CO 80203

(303) 860-0111
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Super-NTSC system announced;
ABC making plans to go stereo
With all the attention the various
forms of high definition, enhanced
definition and advanced definition television are getting, it's also significant
to note that intense efforts are underway to improve the standard NTSC
signal.
Yves Faroudja, founder of Faroudja
Laboratories of Sunnyvale, Calif.,
and owner of a slew of patents (JVC
incorporated some of his ideas in its
Super VHS machine), has developed
and encoder/decoder package, dubbed

tures and could be reduced to asimple
IC costing less than $2 which could be
built into TVs or baseband set-top
converters.
Perhaps the most significant concept
here is that the system provides nearHDTV results but in a form that is
completely compatible with today's technology. Watch for the system to get a
lot more attention in the future.
This type of technology may be used
to launch Super Cable programming,
said Paul Perez of Recoton, chairman
of the Super Cable subcommittee
(formed under the NCTA Engineering
Committee). Super Cable would offer
nearly 500 lines of resolution while
eliminating ghosts, adjacent channel
interference and video noise, Perez
said. Six-and 12-MHz systems are under consideration. Perez expects acon-

crete product soon. "This committee
is geared toward implementation, not
hours of tests and meetings," he said.
"If this doesn't work, then by God,
there is aflat earth," he added.
In other tidbits, ABC is saying it
plans to deliver better pictures and
sound to the consumer. The network
already utilizes a Faroudja encoder on
its cameras and generators. In addition, a spokesman noted the network
was scheduled to begin broadcasting
in stereo on Jan. 15.
Electronic Designers Inc. has introduced the Model SR-101 multichannel FM receiver for use with coaxial
cable networks. The unit provides up
to 60 channels of audio monitoring per
6 MHz of bandwidth when used with
an FM headend system. It features
pushbutton channel selection with LED
display, dual conversion off the 88 to
450 MHz range, RF carrier and audio
visual monitoring and two-watt audio
output. Call (516) 242-6400 for information.

Electronic Designers SR-101 receiver
Super NTSC, that generates NTSC
signals free of cross-color and crossluminance components by utilizing
sophisticated comb filtering techniques.
In fact, Faroudja says if the signal
generated by the encoder is also passed
through a companion decoder, the resulting image is virtually indistinguishable from RGB.
Faroudja wowed members of the
NCTA Engineering Committee during
ademonstration of his equipment during ameeting in Denver last December.
Faroudja's Vertical and Horizontal
Detail Processor is an internal circuit
that improves the visibility of small
details, whether they are present in the
horizontal or vertical direction, without enhancing the large outlines, said
Faroudja. This approach makes the
picture more natural, gives it the look
of film and doesn't show the "cartoon"
effect typical enhancers do, he said.
The encoder, designed to be placed
in aheadend (for cable applications) is
single-ended, meaning it will provide
benefits to all viewers regardless of the
equipment they have in their homes.
The decoder provides even better pic-

In a private presentation ceremony, Tony Cox, chairman and CEO of
ShowtimelThe Movie Channel, and Andrew Setos, senior vice president
engineering and operations, Viacom Networks Group, present an Appreciation
Award to JR. Levergood, president and COO of Scientific-Atlanta Inc. and
Vincent Godleski, Satcom Division of S-A. Pictured from left to right are: Cox,
Setos, Levergood and Godleski. The award was developed in special recognition
to S-A for successfully manufacturing the antennas for the Galaxy III antenna
program. The award is an authentic replica of the S-A antenna and the Galaxy
III satellite.
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IN THE NEWS

Alphasoft, a new remote status
monitoring software package,
has been announced by AlpTha
Technologies.
During the Western Cable Show in
December, Alpha Technologies held
a contest to name two of its new
products. The names "Amp Clamp"
and "Amp Eater" were chosen. Ticket
holders with numbers 318118 and
318173 should contact Carla Denney,
Alpha Technologies, 3767 Alpha Way,
Bellingham, Wash. 98225, (206) 6472360 to claim their prizes.
Cable TV Supply Co., through its
Startron Systems division, unveiled its
SPS series standalone power supply.
Six-, 12- and 15-amp capacities are
available with 30 and/or 60 VAC
outputs. Standard features include volt/
amp meters and time delay circuitry
available in rack mount, aerial and
pedestal cabinets. Call (800) 241-2332
for information.
Sola, a unit of General Signal, is
now offering its SPS/R, a new standby
power source featuring a one-millisecond transfer time. Models are available
in 500 1,000 or 1,500 VA outputs with
60 Hz units rated for input/output of
120 volts AC. Front panel indicator
lights show various operating and fault
conditions. For information, call (312)
439-2800.
Alphasoft, anew remote status monitoring software package, has been
announced by Alpha Technologies.
Utilizing an IBM or compatible PC
system, an operator can monitor the
operational status of the cable network
from headend or office locations. When
alarm conditions are recognized, information is displayed on the terminal to
direct service personnel to the exact
nature of the problem. Call (206)
647-2360 for information.

Tektronix's S 1710B monitor
The new Tektronix 1710B waveform monitor include A and B inputs,
filter selection, DC restoration, external reference, timing and amplitude
calibration signals and vertical gain

control. Its two horizontal lines and two
field sweep rates offer magnification
sweeps. Its burst phase capability,
combined with its horizontal timing
capability, allows an operator to set
both horizontal and color timing of a
TV system. For information, call (503)
627-7111.
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priced as low as $5,500 not including
satellite descramblers. Qintar also announced a new channel elimination
filter. Model CEF eliminates a full 6
MHz-wide channel. Suppression is -55
dB minimum with adjacent channel
loss of -4 MHz maximum. Cost is $399
for low band, $499 for mid and high
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¡SS Engineering's GL2610XT modulator
ISS Engineering has revealed an
addition to its modulator line. The
GL2610XT Series II offers front panel
selected zero, 12.5 and 25 kHz offsets
that do not change the 45.75 MHz IF
frequency, allowing use with standard
scramblers. Other features include
phaselocked dual modulators for audio
and video, an external pre-emphasis
select switch, SAW filtering to insure
spurious-free outputs and optional serial or parallel interface. For information, call (800) 351-4477 in the East or
(800) 227-6288 in the West.
Pay TV access can be controlled with
the new frequency agile audio/video
modulator from R.L. Drake. Model
VM2410 incorporates IF loop-throughs
to permit operation with descrambling
equipment. With the unit, users can
regulate the decoding of pay channels,
directing the unscrambled signal to
subscription-paying customers. The
modulator is avestigal side-band unit
with access to 60 channels. Price is
$700 and it is available immediately.
For more information, call (513) 8662421.
For operators of MATV and SMATV
systems, Pico Macom Inc. introduced
the Geomax-10 off-air processing system that contains all of the components
of apre-racked headend in one compact
case. It features a 10-channel capacity
and a frequency range that spans all
VHF channels. Other features include
dual power supply, full AGC and aural
carrier controls for all channels and
modular strip amplifiers. Call (800)
421-6511 for information.
Qintar is now offering customdesigned commercial headends. A 12channel headend with four VHF channels, four UHF channels converted to
VHF and four satellite channels is
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band. Call (800) 252-7889 for information.
Optical Cable Corp. introduced a
new "figure-8" cable for aerial applications. The new M-Series cable consists of a steel strength member attached by an extruded plastic webbing
to a D-series fiber optic cable. The
cables are custom made to order. For
more information, call (703) 389-9900.

Optical's "figure-8" cable
A new trap, dubbed E.T. Micro Tap,
was announced by Eagle Comtronics.
Because of its small size, three traps
can now fit in the space previously
taken by two traps. A blocking capacitor is included to help prevent theft and
single PC board offers better ground
continuity and signal flow. Permanent
channel identification is included. For
information, call (800) 448-7474.
New filters from Microwave Filter
Co. include the Model 6003 highpass
filter that suppresses comb carriers on
aCATV or other broadband system. It
suppresses from 54 MHz to 450 MHz.
Price is $725. Series 6008 UHF bandpass filters protect UHF translators
from unwanted off-air UHF reception.
Typical passband is 18 MHz centered
at the customer's specified frequency.
Price is $725. Model 3328B-41.25 band-

IN THE NEWS

pass filter eliminates spurious signal
output from IF channel processors.
Price is $185. Model 4616UA terrestrial interference trap is for IF frequencies between 230 and 700 MHz and is
used to suppress TI at the final IF stage
of TVRO receivers. Price is $427.
Finally, Model 3378-12/J is for use in
CATV or SMATV headends to separate
the VHF super and hyperband channels from the low, mid and high band
VHF channels. Price is $225. Call (800)
448-1666 for information.

Get one sweet deal
on the #1 productivity
tool for the CATV
industry.
One Package Price
For afully-equipped, readyto-go Telsta A-28 van or
utility-body mounted service
lift
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One Direct Source

Buy hassle-free direct from
Telsta

One Year Warranty

The best in the industry

One Call Does It
Start the ball rolling by
calling: (303) 427-3700
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Andrew's HJ4-75 coax cable
Two new cables are now available
from Andrew Corp. The FSJ4-75A is
anew half-inch diameter superflexible
Heliax with low loss foam dielectric. It
features a one and one-quarter inch
bending radius to allow routing in tight
places. Attenuation is 0.965 dB/100
feet at 100 MHz and 2.28 dB/100 feet
at 500 MHz. HJ4-75 is anew half-inch
diameter air dielectric Heliax coax.
Bending radius is 5inches and attenuation values are 0.759 dB/100 feet at
100 MHz and 2.57 dB/100 feet at 1,000
MHz. For information, call (800) 2551479.
Klein Tools has appointed Michael
Klein chairman of the board and chief
executive officer; Mathias Klein is
now executive vice president, manufacturing and Richard Klein is now
executive vice president, engineering.

A-28 van mounted lift with
APU. Utility-body mounted
lift also available.

General Cable Company
P.O. Boo 666. 5600 West 88th Ave.
Westminster, Colorado 80030
Phone: 303/427.3700
Facilities in Hayward. CA
Frederick, MD
Lithonia, GA
A Unit of PC Telecommunications
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IN THE NEWS

Dennis Campo has been
appointed vice president of
sales and marketing of Texscan
MSI Corp.
J. Larry Bradner has been elected
corporate vice president of ScientificAtlanta. He is also president of the
Broadband Communications Business
Division.
Michael Watson has been named
vice president of sales at Channelmatic Inc. He was previously West Coast
regional manager for Video Systems,
the former sales arm of Channelmatic.
Dennis Campo has been appointed
vice president of sales and marketing
of Texscan MSI Corp. Campo will
report to David Keller, VP and general
manager of Texscan MS!. He was
formerly with TV Decisions. Also, Phyllis Torres was named in-house sales
supervisor for the firm,
General Instrument's VideoCipher
Division has named Michael Meltzer
vice president, sales and marketing.
He will report directly to J. Lawrence
Dunham, general manager and executive vice president. Meltzer was most
recently vice president, national sales
and marketing, for the Consumer Video

. .

,

.

Howard Weiner
Products Division of Sony Corp.
Howard Weiner has joined Pan-

duit Corp. as vice president, connector
division. He was most recently director
of engineering, commercial and industrial products, for Allied Amphenol
Products.
Richard Houghton has been promoted to southwestern regional vice
president for CableAmerica Corp.
He has been with CableAmerica since
1983.
Jim McCauley has been named vice
president for the Northeast Region by
Midwest CATV. He comes to Midwest
from Jerrold, where he was distribution
sales manager. Also, John Johnson
has joined Midwest CATV as purchasing manager. He was corporate purchasing manager at Cox Cable Communications in Atlanta.
Michael Conrad has joined Pico
Products Inc. as sales support specialist and distributor liaison for the
Standard Products Division.
Ruben Lugo has joined RF Supenor, adivision of Brad Cable Electronics, as a CAT system specialist. Lugo

HEADEND FLEXIBILITY
•

CADCO
•

436E PROCESSOR 36 Ft
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Agile Processor
Model 361H

749.00

Agile Modulator
Model 360H

729.00

•
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Now you may achieve total channel agility in your headend at modest cost.
Processor 361H accepts off-air channels 2 through 69; output 2 through YY.
Modulator 360H outputs 2 through YY. Both are 60dBmV SAW filtered stereo and
scrambler compatible with non-volatile channel selection and automatic FCC off-sets.
Full Specifications Upon Request

COCO

°
2706 National Circle
Reader Service Number 49
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Garland, Texas 75041
Phone (214) 271-3651

IN THE NEWS

Jim Chiddix has been
promoted from vice president
to senior vice president,
engineering and technology,
at ATC.
was most recently executive VP for a
cable manufacturing company.
Robert Freedlund has joined CCOR Electronics as north central
regional account executive. He comes
to C-COR from General Electric, where
he was regional sales manager for
Comband products.
Jim Chiddix has been promoted
from vice president to senior vice
president, engineering and technology
at American Television and Communications.
Dr. Emerson Pugh, research staff
member at the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, has been elected 1988
president-elect of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
The Rocky Mountain Chapter of
the SCTE announced the results of the
election of the board of directors for
1988. Those board members are: Alan
Babcock, ATC; Richard Covell, General Instrument/Jerrold Division; Steve
Flessner, TCI; Eric Himes, Magnavox
CATV Systems; Ron Hranac, Jones
Intercable; Dave Pangrac, ATC; and
Ron Upchurch, United Cable of Colorado. The chapter's next meeting will
be held Saturday, Feb. 27. For information, call Steve Johnson, 799-1200.
Speaking of the SCTE, here is a
schedule of meetings for other chapters
and meeting groups:
The North Country Meeting Group
will meet Wednesday, Feb. 3 at a
location yet to be determined to discuss
and administer the BCT/E Category II
exam on video and audio signals and
systems. Contact lbny Werner, (612)
445-6151.
The Oklahoma Meeting Group
will meet Wednesday, Feb. 10 at a
location yet to be determined. Contact
Herman Holland, (405) 353-2250 for
information.
The Central California Meeting
Group will gather on Thursday, Feb.
11 at the Picadilly Inn in Fresno. The
topic will be the FCC and FAA. Contact
Andrew Valles, (209) 453-7791 for
information.
The North Country Meeting Group
will meet for a second time to administer BCT/E exams on Wednesday, Feb.
24. Contact Ibny Werner for information.
The Greater Chicago Chapter will
meet Feb. 24 at the Embassy Suites
Hotel in Schaumburg to discuss data

AVC 0 M

communications. Call John Grothendick, (312) 438-4200 for infonnation.
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In the December 1987 issue of CED,
an omission occurred in the Contractor's Callbook. An entry should have
been prepared for Johnson Enterprises
of Jacksonville Inc., 330 South 3rd
Street, Jacksonville Beach, Fla. 32250
(904) 249-1100. We regret the omission.
In the December 1987 issue of CED,
CAB-LAN TEC Inc. was inadvertently
left out of the profile of converter repair
companies. We apologize for the mistake.
In the January 1988 issue, two
paragraphs were inadvertently omitted from the Western Show wrap-up.
The copy under lbxscan Instruments
on page 73 should have read: "lbxscan
Instruments rolled out a slew of new
products. Among them: the TFC-600
tuned frequency counter with a 600
MHz bandwidth. Customers asked for
a lighter, smaller package for the 600
MHz SP700 SLM so Texscan built the
Spectrum 700A, priced at $1,495 and
on special until the end of January for
$1,295. It's tested to MIL-STD 810,
which means it is dropped onto concrete
from about chest height. Does the box
still work? If so, it passes. The 700A
does. The 700A also has a waterproof
front case and is temperature compensated from zero to 130 degrees E
"The new TG-1000Z tracking generator mates to the Spectre 1075 spectrum analyzer and provides asix-digit
readout. It sells for $1,600. The new
1,000 MHz Spectre 1075 is a rugged,
field-portable spectrum analyzer selling for $4,995. Optional batteries provide over 12 hours of intermittent
operation.
"The new Spectrum II is ahandheld
dual-channel (high frequency/low frequency) SLM selling for $275. The
Spectrum II uses channels 3or 4for low
and 12, 13, 36, 37, 52 or 53 for the high
channel. An LED display automatically displays the drop level when the
Spectrum II is attached to adrop.
"The price of the Searcher leakage
detection receiver also has been dropped
to $255. Call (800) 345-2412 for details." We regret the omission.
—Roger Brown
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The PSA- 35A Portable Spectrum Analyzer accurately
measures wideband signals used in the satellite communication industry. The PSA- 35A covers frequencies
from less than 10 to over 1750 MHz, and from 3.7 to
4.2 GHz; switch -selectable sensitivity of 2dB /div or
10 dB /div; and an on-screen dynamic range of greater
than 65 dB. The portable, battery or line- operated
PSA- 35A is the perfect test instrument for service and
troubleshooting, dish and antenna alignment, and optimizing signal reception.
$1965
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The STA-70D SCPC Test Analyzer displays SCPC and
FM signals and their frequencies from 10 MHz to 110
MHz, and allows the SCPC uplinker to compare his carrier with other carriers to ensure the adequacy of his
system. The STA-70D has an on- screen dynamic range
of greater than 60 dB; a built-in audio demodulator
allows the STA-70D to function as afixed tuned receiver
at zero span. This allows for SCPC and other FM
signals to be listened to and viewed on the CRT. The
ability to identify and evaluate carriers, and verify total
system performance has never been simpler. $1050
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AVCOM's SCPC- 2000E Single Channel Per Carrier
Receiver receives FM SCPC signals from satellites
operating in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz band. The SCPC- 2000E
is acomplete receiver which can select multiple crystalcontrolled audio or data channels from a given
transponder, and is available in wideband or narrowband models. A phase-locked cavity oscillator
referenced to an ovenized crystal oscillator provides
exceptional frequency stability. The SCPC- 2000E may
be used with the AVCOM SS-1000 Slave for
simultaneous reception of additional channels. 2:1 or
3:1 expansion standard.
$1875

The highly stable SCPC- 500-70 Single Channel Per
Carrier Downconverter converts SCPC signals from
atransponder in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz range to acenter
frequency of 70 MHz. A sophisticated phase -locked
cavity oscillator referenced to an ovenized crystal
oscillator enhances frequency stability. No other equipment at acomparable price can match the performance
of the SCPC- 500 -70 Downconverter.
$1322

AVCOM'

500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23236
TELEPHONE (804) 794-2500
FAX (804) 794-8284 TELEX 701-945
Reader Service Number 50
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Since increased output levels
are required for the upgrade
there is the danger of amplifiers
being driven into compression.

Continued from page 58
same as they were, use the degradation
factors shown in Figure 1.
Additional trunk gain also will be
required to handle the higher frequencies, however. If using P-1 cable, use
the guidelines in Figure 2. If using P-3
cable, use the guidelines in Figure 3.
The distortion improvement performance required is shown in Figure 4. A
300 MHz system using 22 dB gain
push-pull circuits and 0.750-inch P-3
cable that is upgrading to 400 MHz, for
example, requires 26 dB of gain and
13 dB better distortion performance
over the existing trunk amplifiers.
Tap output
In the feeder, plant tap output is the
issue. Simply, the lower the existing
output, the tougher the drop-in becomes. A system designed for 10 dBmV
output uses longer feeder spans than if
designed for 12 or 13 dBmV. So at the

higher frequencies, attenuation will
change. The problem is compounded
by the increasing prevalence of second
and third outlets in homes. If atypical
150-foot drop supplying 1 dBmV at
each outlet is assumed, RG-59 feeding
two outlets at 300 MHz requires 11.2
dBmV output. At 450 MHz, that same
outlet requires 12.7 dBmV. If four
outlets are supported, 14.7 dBmV is
needed at 300 MHz while 16.2 dBmV
is needed at 450 MHz.
A 150-foot drop supplying 1 dBmV
to each of two outlets needs 9.7 dBmV
at 300 MHz and 11 dBmV at 450 MHz.
A four-outlet drop requires 13.2 dBmV
at 300 MHz and 14.4 dBmV at 450
MHz. 'Il) upgrade asystem designed for
low tap output there is no choice but
to raise amplifier outputs to maintain
the existing subscriber signal levels,
Conversely, the higher the existing
feeder amplifier output, the tougher
the job. Since increased output levels
are required for the upgrade there is

the danger of amplifiers being driven
into compression, where the predictability of response is lost. The approximate "knee of compression," (See
Figure 5). At this point, predictable
response is lost. Saturation of response
occurs 3 or 4 dB above the knee point.
So upgrade feasibility in asystem with
high feeder levels requires enough
additional headroom to avoid amp
compression points. Sometimes, though,
that may not be possible without
simultaneously lowering tap output
and restricting the increase in LE or
bridger output.
An existing 300 MHz system being
upgraded to 400 MHz will require
trunk gain of 26 dB with 13 dB of
distortion improvement (about 18 dB
with a 5 dB reserve if using feedforward) and acompanion increase in the
feeder system of 2dB output, 4dB gain
for the LEs and 10 dB of distortion
improvement.
—Gary Kim
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Get
A Peak
At This!
The New PVM-1000
A portable, relative peak audio
meter for under $300.00!
Accurately measures the true peak level
of baseband audio in your CATV system.
Portable, affordable, and easy to use!
TELECOMLIFIERTiOrl
PRODUCTS CC1RPCIRliTiOrl
(717)267-3939
Reader Service Number 51

115 Spring Valley Road
(
.
11ainberskurg. PA 1721/1
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Alpha Technologies
Anixter Communications
Avcom of Virginia
Ben Hughes comm. Prods.
Brad Cable Electronics
Broadband Engineering
C-COR Electronics
Cable Link
Cadco
Catel
Comsonics
FM Systems
General Cable Apparatus Div.
General Inst./Commscope
General Inst./Jerrold
Hamlin
ISS
LRCNitek
Lemco Tbol
Magnavox
Merit Communications
Microdyne Corp.
Microwave Filter
Midwest CATV
Midwest Communications Corp.
Nexus Engineering
Northeast Filter
Oak Communications
PTS Electronics
Panasonic
Pico-Macom
Pioneer Communications
Quality RF Services
RMS Electronics
Radyne Corp
S & N Comm .
Sachs CATV
Scientific-Atlanta
Sencore
Standard Communications
TFT, Inc
Telecommunications Prod
Time Manufacturing
Tener Cable
Trilogy Communications
Triple Crown Electronics
Wavetek
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You'd bpectAFarnilyAs Distinguished As C-CORTo
Produce More Than One PhD
And it has. The latest member of our family
to earn the degree is the Parallel Hybrid Device
(PHD) trunk amplifier. Designed for the intermediate system reach —between push-pull and
feedforward applications, it has many of the features of its more powerful brothers. And it provides
arare mix of performance and economy. The
other PHD family members are bridger modules,
terminating bridgers, and line extenders.
With this latest addition, C-COR now offers a
complete line of high quality amplifiers —trunks.

bridgers, and line extenders —for every application from the simple rural to the complex metropolitan CATV installation.
Our push/pull, parallel hybrid, feedforward
and mini-trunk amplifiers are available in
awide range of bandwidths. And they're all fully
compatible with such auxiliary devices as equalizers, pads and power supplies.
Most importantly, C-COR's cable distribution
products come with the industry's first threeyear warranty And they're backed by acompany
Reader Service Number 52

with areputation for service and quality, and
employees who care.
lb find out more about the pride of the C-COR
family, call 1-800-233-2267 (in Pa. 814-238-2641)
or write to us at 60 Decibel Road, State College,
Pa. 16801.
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We're Out To Give You
The Best Reception In The Industry.

ELECTRONICS INCX

--•

From basic to deluxe

AK(EL® stocks the complete
line of Jerrold convertors
From the basic, to the most
sophisticated model, Anixter
has aJerrold convertor to
meet your requirements.
Jerrold JSX
The most widely-used non-addressable convertor
in the industry. Basic 36-channel, electromechanical model offers durability and convenience at a
reasonable price.
Jerrold Starcom VI DON
An 82-channel digital convertor with all the latest subscriber features: parental guidance, channel wraparound, barker channels, channel mapping, remote
control, and last channel recall.
Jerrold Starcom VI DP5
Offers many addressable, impulse-ready, subscriberpleasing features such as time-controlled programming and last channel recall. Also available is the
Jerrold Starcom VI DPV5 with volume control.
No matter what features your subscribers desire
(require), you can find the right Jerrold convertor at
Anixter. To order, call toll free 1-800-323-0436.

COMMUNICATIONS

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076 (312) — Telex 289464
C 1988 Anixter Bros., Inc.

ANIKIEt

DEPT. JERR.
4711 Golf Rd., Skokie, IL 60076

O Please send me more information on Jerrold Convertors.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
Lelephone
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State

Zip
CED288
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